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Signature Kitchen Suite is
focusing on a new generation
of modern cooks, highlighting
their passion for food and their
innovative spirit.
By offering superior quality solutions and the most advanced technology,
we provide the possibility to cook at your best and with the utmost
flexibility, respecting food in all its forms.

We celebrate performance, design and precision, a mix that sincerely and

genuinely honours all the players in the supply chain: the people who grow
the food, those who prepare it and those who are lucky enough to enjoy it.
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Respecting food down to its essence
is our manifesto.

True to food

™

All good food has its own unique history, starting from when it is
grown, and that history comes to our table. The land and the sea,
plants and animals, the farmer, the pasta maker, the fisherman,
the baker: each has their own task and deserves the greatest respect.
We also believe that every single step that brings food to your table
deserves the same consideration. Signature Kitchen Suite is proud
to participate in this journey by offering built-in kitchen appliances
that are versatile and technologically advanced.
This is our manifesto, our mantra. This is why, when we designed our

collection, we started with food preservation. Our cooling, freezing and
wine cellar modules are designed to create infinite combinations of
cold, based on your needs.

All modules have stainless steel interiors for optimal storage and

hygiene. Adjustable shelves with wireless, induction activated True
View® soft LED lighting; water and ice dispensers. All products

panel and WI-FI ready, allowing for connection to other smart home

appliances through customised home design platforms. A unique detail
is the French Door, with a drawer featuring adjustable temperature
depending on your needs.

But the journey you begin when you purchase a Signature Kitchen

Suite appliance does not end with installation. With exclusive services,
such as Priority Customer Service or the Chef at home service

with personalised menus, Signature Kitchen Suite will continue to
demonstrate and share its deep respect for food and its history
with you.
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Design
The more discreet, the more interesting. Beauty becomes more
unique as it slowly reveals itself. Your spaces become creative,
and every moment of your day is filled with a new awareness.
Your kitchen is transformed into a true artist’s studio, enriched by
a new form of aesthetics: in the beauty of the space and of those who
live in it.
Every single detail is thought out, designed and built to please, not

only visually, but also to be functional in every detail. For example, the

handleless ovens and with soft open system allow you to open the door
even when your hands are full and, at the same time, thanks again to its

special clean aesthetic, maintain the clean lines of your kitchen design.
The wine cellar shelves, in natural beech wood, are solid to the touch,

giving stability to the sliding shelf and also acting as a natural regulator
of internal temperature and humidity.

The flexinduction hob allows you to select, activate and configure the
cooking zones based on the recipes you want to prepare and the size

of your pots and pans. At the same time, they enhance the cleanliness
and essential nature of the work space, which is not only beautiful, but
useful for better organisation while preparing and enjoying dishes.
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Smart
Intelligent, intuitive, simple, effective, connected. Signature Kitchen
Suite appliances are smart in every sense of the word because they
are designed for people who love every phase of cooking, starting
with choosing and storing food.
When you are smart, you are smart right down to your DNA. This is

why our devices show their intelligence in different ways. All Signature
Kitchen Suite products are WI-FI ready, with the possibility of being

connected to wider control systems throughout the home. Thanks to

the Smart Diagnosis™ System, you can simply bring your mobile device
close to the oven and activate the function. The appliance will emit

a sequence of sounds that will be recognised and translated by the

Signature Kitchen Suite App in case of product malfunctions. You can

then choose whether to send the report directly to Customer Service
or keep track of it to report the anomaly code to your trusted service
contact.

The refrigerator and freezer shelves are equipped with True View®
induction LED lighting, which means no physical connections.

This allows you to move the shelves from one level to another with

great flexibility, automatically reactivating the lighting after each move.
The cooking functions of the ovens are also smart and include the use
of steam, hot air and microwave in a single appliance.

You are smart, you want to live life simply and fluidly, connected to your
world and to what surrounds you.
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TIPS

Refrigeration
The magnetic technology of refrigerators means shelves are adaptable
without relinquishing lighting. Thanks to magnetic transmission,

the LEDs on each shelf guarantee storage flexibility based on your
daily needs.

The central drawer of the French Door model was designed as an actual
passepartout. It adapts to your needs becoming a positive-temperature
compartment, a negative freezer or a zero-temperature drawer with a
simple gesture. An improvised party with many beers to chill, and the
vegetable drawer becomes a capacious freezer.

A wine cellar should always be present in a quality home. Set at the

right temperature, it stores all types of wine or prestigious beer at the

right temperature and humidity. It is also possible to set an alarm to be

warned when a family member tries to grab a bottle from your collection
of prestigious wines.
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FRENCH DOOR

True Benefits
Convertible Drawer
This special drawer can become a refrigerator, a freezer or a
drawer with a temperature adjustable to -1°C, 1°C, +3°C and
+5°C as needed. If set on refrigerator (or freezer) mode, it

will automatically take the temperature set in the refrigerator
(or freezer) compartment. Alternatively, it is possible to

independently control the temperature of the drawer through
the convenient display by selecting the desired temperature
among the four options indicated above.

Integrated water and ice dispenser
The cold water dispenser is integrated into the internal side
wall, which is activated by pressing a lever directly with the

glass. Simple and easy to use, the integrated dispenser does
not take useful space from the refrigerator’s capacity. The

appliances are also equipped with an automatic ice maker,
with a capacity of up to 2.3 kg of ice cubes.

Two independent cooling systems
The French door model is equipped with two Linear Inverter

compressors, which ensure excellent performance, reliability

Refrigeration

and silence at the highest levels. Each compartment
(refrigerator, freezer, convertible drawer) is managed

electronically by a dedicated evaporator, to ensure maximum

French door

precision in terms of temperature management.

Extremely flexible and spacious, ideal for families and for
people who love to share their passion for good food with
friends.
Each zone can be adjusted separately, to tailor preservation
for every need. It is equipped with an integrated water

dispenser and a central drawer, which can change function
as needed.

SMART TIP

SMART ICE CREAM
The removable insert and the 2-star drawer (**) can store ice cream and food for short periods at

a temperature between -12°C and -18°C. So if you want to bring your ice cream to optimum eating

temperature without sudden temperature changes that could affect its texture and flavour, you can take
it out of the freezer and place it here.
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SKSFD3614P

36” Integrated refrigerator with French door

SKSFD3614P
Style

EAN: 8806091454928

Hinges

Flat

Door Style
Interior finish
Energy Label

F

Net Refrigerator Capacity

372

Net Freezer Capacity

Maximum Sound Level

ENERGY STAR® Qualified

Yearly total energy consumption (kW/h)
Climate class
Freezer class

General Properties

Speed Chill

Integrated Water Dispenser

Connection to the water supply
Water Filter (6 Months)

Full-Extension Freezer Storage Drawer
Convertible Drawer Modes
Convertible Drawer Dividers
Storage Shelves
Drawer design

True-View® Lighting

Aluminium Door Bins with Removable Inserts

*** Unit depth without door

Removable ice bucket capacity

Digital Controls w/ White LED Display
Water Filter Indicator

Ice Production (24 Hrs.)
Ice On / Off

Operating Temperatures
Installation

2046 mm
(80 9/16”)
min

2146 mm
(84 1/2”)
max.

2072 mm
(81 9/16”)
max.

Technical Specifications

FRONT VIEW
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19 mm (3/4”)

SIDE VIEW

●
●

Ice Plus, Demo, Icemaker On / Off, Power On / Off, Temp Control, Water
Filter Reset, Smart Diagnosis, WI-FI
●
●
●
●

Soft close

Freezer, Refrigerator, Meat and Seafood (-1°C), Cold Drinks (1°C), Deli fridge
(3°C), Chilled Wine (5°C)
2

2 Cantilever Adjustable, 1 Fixed

2 with telescopic guides and soft close
●

6 Cantilever
2 kg
●
●

1.6 kg
●

Refrigerator: 0°C to 6°C / Upper drawer: Convertible w/ 4 Temps. / Freezer
Drawer: -24°C to -16°C

Top with No Visible Screws
●

Required Power Supply

230V, 50Hz

Overall Width

908 mm (35.7”)

Power Cord Length

Shipping Weight
229 mm
(9”)

●

●

Anti-tip Bracket Included

Net Weight

102 mm (4”)

****

Front Serviceable

Overall Depth

127 mm (5”)

SN-T

●

Overall Height

102 mm
(4”)

382

Four Point Front Adjustable with 4 Wheels
Attachment Method to Cabinetry
2121 mm
(83 1/2”)
min

●

2 compressors

Modes

558 mm (22”)***

< 39 dbA Max

2 independent cooling systems
Automatic Adaptive Defrost

908 mm (35 3/4”)

114

●

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App

* Depth with 19 mm (3/4”) door panel
** Depth with door (no panel)

486 l

No-Frost

Inverter Linear Compressor

607 mm (23 7/8”)**

Stainless Steel

Energy Efficiency Class
Net Total Capacity

629 mm (24 3/4”)*

Panel Ready

Accessories

2200 mm (86.6”)
2,121 mm ~ 2,146 mm (83.5’’ ~ 84.4’’)
607 mm (23.8”)
219 kg
241 kg

Stainless Steel Panel / Handle / Toekick Kit

SKSPK360FS

Medium brushed aluminium handle

SKSHK310HS

Side wall cover kit in case of non-flush installation

SKSFK800CS

Signature Kitchen Suite Project Catalogue
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SKSFD3614P

SKSFD3614P

Cutout dimensions – flush or proud installation

Custom panel dimensions – flush installation

Installation Notes

Panel options

The refrigerator can be installed flush or proud with 19 mm (3/4”)

Custom – The appliance is designed to be customised with panels in

custom panel or optional stainless steel panel kit.

line with the aesthetics of the kitchen cabinets. In this case, it is possible

Flush – With a 635 mm (25”) cutout depth, the front face of the

452 mm
(17 13/16”)

refrigerator fits flush with 635 mm (25”) depth adjacent cabinets.

914 mm (36”)
finished width

to purchase just the Signature Kitchen Suite handle as an accessory,

452 mm
(17 13/16”)

available in medium and long.

Proud – With a 610 mm (24”) depth cutout, the front face of the

Signature Kitchen Suite Panels – The appliance door can be also

wine refrigerator extends approximately 19 mm (3/4”) beyond
610 mm (24”) depth adjacent cabinets.

635 mm (25”)
min. depth
flush install
610 mm (24”)
min. depth
proud install

102 mm
(4”)
finished
return*

panelled with the Signature Kitchen Suite stainless steel door kit. In

this case, panels are delivered with the Signature Kitchen Suite handles

already mounted. In case of custom panels, use the templates provided

In case of non-flush installation, we recommend using the

SKSFK800CS accessory, which consists of side panels that

A

A

cover any visible side parts of the appliance.

1254 mm
(49 3/8”)

During mounting, the panels can be adjusted in all four directions: up/
down - left/right.

If the door is being reversed, we recommend mounting the panel after

Electrical

B

230 V, 50 Hz, 15 or 20 A power supply required.

233 mm
(9 3/16”)

An individual properly grounded branch circuit or circuit breaker

102 mm
(4”)

is recommended. Install a properly grounded 3-prong electrical

C

receptacle recessed into the back wall. Electrical must be
located on rear wall as shown.

35 mm (1 3/8”)
* A minimum 102 mm (4”) finished return that matches the
cabinet exterior is recommended on all sides and the top of the
cutout opening. The shaded area will be visible after
installation.

(provided with unit).

Adjustment screws and instructions also provided with the product.

2134 mm
(84”)

127 mm
(5”)

with the appliance to pre-drill holes for mounting the panel brackets

908 mm
(35 3/4”)

Water connection

533 mm
(21”)

102 mm
(4”)

reversing the opening hinge.

Maximum total door panel weight:

A – Fresh food door panels: 15 kg (33 lb)

B – Convertible drawer panel: 10 kg (22 lb)
B – Freezer drawer panel: 15 kg (33 lb)

Design Tips
If using custom panels, a custom toe kick is required. The bottom of
case is unfinished.

A cold water supply is required for water dispenser operation.

Door Handles: handles are not included with the product. Custom

Water pressure must be between 1.37 and 8.27 bar

handles are required for installation. Brushed aluminium handles are

(20 and 120 p.s.i.).

available as an optional accessory and they can be mounted also on

Tubing should be long enough to extend to the front of the

custom panels.

refrigerator. Allow enough tubing to accommodate a bend

leading into the water line connection. Water line can go through
an opening in the floor or back wall. Install a shut-off valve
between the ice maker water valve and cold water supply
in the home.

Optional accessories – flush or proud installation

Installation clearances
TOP VIEW

Notes

cut-out 914 mm (36”)

Door Swing Clearances – the installation must allow for

908 mm (35 3/4”)

610 mm
(24”)

530 mm
(20 15/16”)

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

452 mm
(17 13/16”)

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

clearances to adjacent walls or cabinets. This refrigerator is

equipped with a 2-position door stop. The factory-set 115° door

235 mm*
(9 1/4”)

swing can be adjusted to 90° if clearance to adjacent cabinets or
walls is restricted.

452 mm
(17 13/16”)

Door Handle Clearances – the Door Handle depth must be
90°

added to the dimensions noted to determine the total clearances

115°

required from adjacent cabinets or walls. This clearance will vary

depending on the custom handle used. When using the Stainless

* Door handle must be added to this dimension.

** Varies depending on the
thickness of the custom cabinet
panel. The door panels in the
optional Signature Kitchen Suite
stainless steel door panel kit are
19 mm (3/4”) thick.
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SKSPK360FS: Stainless steel panel kit

Design Tips

Kitchen Suite stainless steel door kit. Kit includes two fresh

is 610 (24”) mm deep, the optional side wall cover kit is recom-

The appliance can be panelled with the optional Signature

food door panels, one convertible drawer panel, one freezer
drawer panel, one toe kick and four handles.

For retrofit/replacement installations where the existing cutout
mended.

SKSFK800CS: Side wall cover kit
SKSHK310HS: Medium handles for custom panels

805 mm (31 11/16”) Medium handle – Shiny brushed
aluminium

Steel Door Panel Kit w/ Handle or the Brushed Aluminium Handle
19 mm**
(3/4”)

(optional accessories), the door handle clearance with door open
115° is 305 mm (12”).
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COLUMN REFRIGERATORS

True Benefits
Inverter Linear Compressor
The Inverter Linear Compressor guarantees less wear

than traditional compressors, for longer life and optimal
performance. It is very quiet since it does not contain

mechanical components between the engine and piston,

but only 1 point of friction in its operation compared to the

traditional 4. It offers an energy savings of 60% compared to
traditional compressors, as the motor adapts the cooling to
the actual needs of use.

Induction LED lighting
The intelligent True-View™ system offers a discreet and

focused light on each shelf, never directed at the eyes of

the person opening the refrigerator thanks to the magnetic

induction operation. Each shelf has its own lighting and can

be adjusted or removed as needed. Even the removable side
inserts and the snack containers can be repositioned and
removed for maximum flexibility of use.

Integrated Water Dispenser

Refrigeration

Column
Refrigerators

The cold water dispenser is integrated into the internal side
wall, which is activated by pressing a lever directly with the

glass. Simple and easy to use, it does not take useful space

from the refrigerator's capacity and integrates perfectly into
the design.

The dispenser features a water filter that lasts six months

on average, depending on usage and water hardness. The

refrigerator needs to be connected to the water supply for it
to work.

All our refrigeration units are built-in, flexible and panel
ready, with stainless steel doors that can be purchased
separately.
Column refrigerators are available in 24" or 30” widths, with
water dispenser built into the side wall. The interiors are in
stainless steel, glass and ABS for the removable inserts.

SMART TIP

SMART CONNECTION
All Signature Kitchen Suite refrigerator models are WI-FI ready, ready for connection to the home

network and for integration into a larger Smart Home system. The Signature Kitchen Suite App warns

you when it is time to change the filter and when there has been a power cut that has compromised the
perfect storage of your food.
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SKSCR3011P

SKSCR3011P

30” Integrated refrigerator

Style

EAN: 8806091454973

Hinges

Flat

Door Style
Interior finish
Energy Label

E

Maximum Sound Level

< 39 dbA Max

ENERGY STAR® Qualified

Yearly total energy consumption (kW/h)
Climate class

General Properties

Integrated Water Dispenser

Connection to the water supply
Water Filter (6 Months)
Storage Shelves

True-View® Lighting
Drawer design

Aluminium Door Bins with Removable Inserts
Digital Controls w/ White LED Display
Water Filter Indicator

Operating Temperatures
Installation

2072 mm
(81 9/16”)
max.

●

3 Cantilever Adjustable
●

3 with telescopic guides and soft close
4 Cantilever
●
●

0°C to 6°C

●
●
●

Overall Width

756 mm (29.7”)

Net Weight

2146 mm
(84 1/2”)
max.

●

230V, 50Hz

Power Cord Length

Overall Depth

2046 mm
(80 9/16”)
min

●

Required Power Supply

Overall Height

2121 mm
(83 1/2”)
min

●

Top with No Visible Screws

Technical Specifications

Unit width
without door
panel

Demo, Power On / Off, Temp Control, Water Filter Reset, Smart Diagnosis,
WI-FI

Attachment Method to Cabinetry
Anti-tip Bracket Included

756 mm (29 3/4”)

●

●

Front Serviceable

558 mm (22”)***

●

Reversible Door

Four Point Front Adjustable with 4 Wheels

756 mm (29 3/4”)

SN-T

●

Speed Chill

* Depth with 19 mm (3/4”) door panel
** Depth with door (no panel)

121

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App
Modes

*** Unit depth without door

●

●

Automatic Adaptive Defrost

607 mm (23 7/8”)**

502 l

No-Frost

Inverter Linear Compressor

Unit width
without door
panel

Stainless Steel

Energy Efficiency Class
Net Total Capacity

629 mm (24 3/4”)*

Panel Ready

Shipping Weight
Accessories

2200 mm (86.6”)
2,121 mm ~ 2,146 mm (83.5’’ ~ 84.4’’)
607 mm (23.8”)
175 kg
201 kg

Stainless Steel Panel / Handle / Toekick Kit

SKSPK305CS

Medium brushed Aluminium Handle – 805 mm

SKSHK310HS

Side wall cover kit in case of non-flush installation
Long brushed Aluminium Handle – 1,218 mm
Replacement Water Filter

SKSFK800CS

SKSHK480HS
LT1000P-S

864 mm
(34”)
127 mm (5”)

229 mm
(9”)

102 mm (4”)

19 mm (3/4”)

FRONT VIEW
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SKSCR3011P

SKSCR3011P

Cutout dimensions – flush or proud installation

Custom panel dimensions – flush installation

Installation Notes
The refrigerator can be installed flush or proud with 19 mm (3/4”)
custom panel or optional stainless steel panel kit.

SINGLE COLUMN

1213 mm (47 3/4”)
451 mm
(17 3/4”)

756 mm
(29 3/4”)

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

Proud – with a 610 mm (24”) depth cutout, the front face of the
610 mm (24”) depth adjacent cabinets.

635 mm (25”)
min. depth
flush install
610 mm (24”)
min. depth
proud install

102 mm
(4”)
finished
return*

756 mm
(29 3/4”)

Door
panel

Door
panel

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

DUAL INTEGRATED COLUMN
457 mm (18”) AND 762 mm (30”)

A 230 V, 50 Hz, 7.5 or 10 A power supply is required. An

Panel options

recommended. Install a properly grounded 3-prong electrical

panels in line with the aesthetics of the kitchen cabinets. In

individual properly grounded branch circuit or circuit breaker is

Custom – The appliance is designed to be customised with

receptacle recessed into the back wall. Electrical must be

this case, it is possible to purchase just the Signature Kitchen

located on rear wall as shown.

Water connection
A cold water supply is required for water dispenser operation.

Water pressure must be between 1.37 and 8.27 bar (20 and 120
p.s.i.).

Tubing should be long enough to extend to the front of the
refrigerator. Allow enough tubing to accommodate a bend

leading into the water line connection. Water line can go through
an opening in the floor or back wall. Install a shut-off valve

between the dispenser’s water valve and cold water supply in the
home.

Suite handle as an accessory, available in medium and long.

Signature Kitchen Suite Panels – The appliance door can be
also panelled with the Signature Kitchen Suite stainless steel
door kit. In this case, panels are delivered with the Signature
Kitchen Suite handles already mounted. In case of custom
panels, use the templates provided with the appliance to

pre-drill holes for mounting the panel brackets (provided with
unit). Adjustment screws and instructions also provided with

Notes

FRONT VIEW

Door Swing Clearances – the installation must allow for
* Door handle must be added to this
dimension.
** Varies depending on the
thickness of the custom cabinet
panel. The door panels in the
optional Signature Kitchen Suite
stainless steel door panel kit are
19 mm (3/4”) thick.

clearances to adjacent walls or cabinets. This freezer is equipped
with a 2-position door stop. The factory-set 115° door swing can
be adjusted to 90° if clearance to adjacent cabinets or walls is
restricted.

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

Door
panel

19 mm**
(3/4”)

Maximum total door panel weight:

75.6 cm (30”) – 29 kg (64 pounds) integrated column
60.3 cm (24”) – 24 kg (53 pounds) integrated column
44.5 cm (18”) – 20 kg (44 pounds) integrated column

Design Tips
If using custom panels, a custom toe kick is required.
The bottom of case is unfinished.

Door Handles: handles are not included with the product.

Custom handles are required for installation. Brushed aluminium
handles are available as an optional accessory and they can be
mounted also on custom panels.

reversed, we recommend mounting the panel after reversing
the opening hinge.

Optional accessories – flush or proud installation
SKSPK305CS: Stainless steel panel kit

SKSHK310HS: Medium handles for custom panels

Kitchen Suite stainless steel door kit. The kit includes one

SKSHK480HS: Long handles for custom panels

The appliance can be panelled with the optional Signature
door panel, one toe kick and one Long handle. This kit is

reversible and can be used in both Right Hand and Left Hand

805 mm (31 11/16”) Medium handle – Brushed aluminium
1219 mm (48”) Long handle – Shiny brushed aluminium

door swing installations.

SKSFK800CS: Side wall cover kit

required from adjacent cabinets or walls. This clearance will vary

front face.

depending on the custom handle used. When using the Stainless

DUAL 457 MM (18”)
AND 762 mm (30”) INTEGRATED COLUMN

in all four directions: up/down - left/right. If the door is being

Door Handle Clearances – the Door Handle depth must be

added to the dimension noted to determine the total clearances

115°

90°

Door
panel

the product. During mounting, the panels can be adjusted

Installation clearances

756 mm
(29 3/4”)

DUAL INTEGRATED COLUMN
457 mm (18”) AND 762 mm (30”)

Electrical

* A minimum 102 mm (4”) finished return that matches the
cabinet exterior is recommended on all sides and the top of the
cutout opening. The shaded area will be visible after
installation.

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

cover any visible side parts of the appliance.

35 mm (1 3/8”)

352 mm*
(13 7/8”)

Door
panel

SKSFK800CS accessory, which consists of side panels that

102 mm
(4”)

762 mm (30”)

Door
panel

In case of non-flush installation, we recommend using the

2134 mm
(84”)

127 mm
(5”)

818 mm
(32 3/16”)

756 mm
(29 3/4”)

refrigerator fits flush with 635 mm (25”) depth adjacent cabinets.
wine refrigerator extends approximately 19 mm (3/4”) beyond

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

756 mm
(29 3/4”)

Flush – with a 635 mm (25”) cutout depth, the front face of the
762 mm (30”)
finished width

610 mm
(24”)

1518 mm (59 3/4”)

1365 mm (53 3/4”)

Each trim piece is 127 mm (5”) deep with a 3 mm (1/8”)

Steel Door Panel Kit w/ Handle or the Brushed Aluminium Handle

(optional accessories), the door handle clearance with door open
115° is 406 mm (16”).
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SKSCR2411P

SKSCR2411P

24” Integrated refrigerator

Style

EAN: 8806091454966

Hinges

Flat

Door Style
Interior finish
Energy Label

E

Maximum Sound Level

< 39 dbA Max

ENERGY STAR® Qualified

Yearly total energy consumption (kW/h)
Climate class

General Properties

Integrated Water Dispenser

Connection to the water supply
Water Filter (6 Months)
Storage Shelves

True-View® Lighting
Drawer design

Aluminium Door Bins with Removable Inserts
Digital Controls w/ White LED Display
Water Filter Indicator

Operating Temperatures
Installation

Shipping Weight
Accessories

229 mm
(9”)

102 mm (4”)

3 Cantilever Adjustable
●

3 with telescopic guides and soft close
4 Cantilever
●
●

0°C to 6°C

●
●
●

603 mm (23.7”)

Net Weight

127 mm (5”)

●

Overall Width

Overall Depth

2072 mm
(81 9/16”)
max.

●

230V, 50Hz

Overall Height

2146 mm
(84 1/2”)
max.

●

Required Power Supply
Power Cord Length

Unit width
without door
panel

●

Top with No Visible Screws

Technical Specifications

603 mm (23 3/4”)

Demo, Power On / Off, Temp Control, Water Filter Reset, Smart Diagnosis,
WI-FI

Attachment Method to Cabinetry
Anti-tip Bracket Included

2046 mm
(80 9/16”)
min

●

●

Front Serviceable

2121 mm
(83 1/2”)
min

●

Reversible Door

Four Point Front Adjustable with 4 Wheels

558 mm (22”)***

SN-T

●

Speed Chill

* Depth with 19 mm (3/4”) door panel
** Depth with door (no panel)
*** Unit depth without door

111

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App
Modes

607 mm (23 7/8”)**

●

●

Automatic Adaptive Defrost

Unit width
without door
panel

386 l

No-Frost

Inverter Linear Compressor

603 mm (23 3/4”)

Stainless Steel

Energy Efficiency Class
Net Total Capacity

629 mm (24 3/4”)*

Panel Ready

2200 mm (86.6”)
2,121 mm ~ 2,146 mm (83.5’’ ~ 84.4’’)
607 mm (23.8”)
154 kg
176 kg

Stainless Steel Panel / Handle / Toekick Kit

SKSPK245CS

Medium brushed Aluminium Handle – 805 mm

SKSHK310HS

Side wall cover kit in case of non-flush installation
Long brushed Aluminium Handle – 1,218 mm
Replacement Water Filter

SKSFK800CS

SKSHK480HS
LT1000P-S

713 mm
(28 1/8”)

19 mm (3/4”)

FRONT VIEW
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SKSCR2411P

SKSCR2411P

Cutout dimensions – flush or proud installation

Custom panel dimensions – flush installation

Installation Notes
The refrigerator can be installed flush or proud with 19 mm (3/4”)
custom panel or optional stainless steel panel kit.

SINGLE COLUMN

1060 mm (41 3/4”)
451 mm
(17 3/4”)

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

Proud – with a 610 mm (24”) depth cutout, the front face of the
610 mm (24”) depth adjacent cabinets.

635 mm (25”)
min. depth
flush install
610 mm (24”)
min. depth
proud install

102 mm
(4”)
finished
return*

756 mm
(29 3/4”)

Door
panel

Door
panel

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

DUAL INTEGRATED COLUMN
457 mm (18”) + 610 mm (24”)

* A minimum 102 mm (4”) finished return that matches the
cabinet exterior is recommended on all sides and the top of the
cutout opening. The shaded area will be visible after
installation.

230 V, 50 Hz, 15 or 20 A power supply required.

Panel options

is recommended. Install a properly grounded 3-prong electrical

panels in line with the aesthetics of the kitchen cabinets. In

An individual properly grounded branch circuit or circuit breaker

Custom – The appliance is designed to be customised with

receptacle recessed into the back wall. Electrical must be

this case, it is possible to purchase just the Signature Kitchen

Water connection
A cold water supply is required for water dispenser operation.

Water pressure must be between 1.37 and 8.27 bar (20 and 120
p.s.i.).

Tubing should be long enough to extend to the front of the
refrigerator. Allow enough tubing to accommodate a bend

leading into the water line connection. Water line can go through
an opening in the floor or back wall. Install a shut-off valve

between the dispenser’s water valve and cold water supply in the
home.

Suite handle as an accessory, available in medium and long.

Signature Kitchen Suite Panels – The appliance door can be
also panelled with the Signature Kitchen Suite stainless steel
door kit. In this case, panels are delivered with the Signature
Kitchen Suite handles already mounted. In case of custom

panels, use the templates provided with the appliance to pre-

drill holes for mounting the panel brackets (provided with unit).
Adjustment screws and instructions also provided with the

Notes

FRONT VIEW

Door Swing Clearances – the installation must allow for
* Door handle must be added to this
dimension.
** Varies depending on the
thickness of the custom cabinet
panel. The door panels in the
optional Signature Kitchen Suite
stainless steel door panel kit are
19 mm (3/4”) thick.

clearances to adjacent walls or cabinets. This freezer is equipped
with a 2-position door stop. The factory-set 115° door swing can
be adjusted to 90° if clearance to adjacent cabinets or walls is

Door
panel

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

19 mm**
(3/4”)

DUAL INTEGRATED COLUMN
457 mm (18”) + 762 mm (30”)

Maximum total door panel weight:

75.6 cm (30”) – 29 kg (64 pounds) integrated column
60.3 cm (24”) – 24 kg (53 pounds) integrated column
44.5 cm (18”) – 20 kg (44 pounds) integrated column

Design Tips
If using custom panels, a custom toe kick is required.
The bottom of case is unfinished.

Door Handles: handles are not included with the product.

Custom handles are required for installation. Brushed aluminium
handles are available as an optional accessory and they can be
mounted also on custom panels.

four directions: up/down - left/right.

If the door is being reversed, we recommend mounting the
panel after reversing the opening hinge.

Optional accessories – flush or proud installation
SKSPK245CS: Stainless steel panel kit

SKSHK310HS: Medium handles for custom panels

Kitchen Suite stainless steel door kit. The kit includes one

SKSHK480HS: Long handles for custom panels

The appliance can be panelled with the optional Signature
door panel, one toe kick and one Long handle. This kit is

reversible and can be used in both Right Hand and Left Hand

805 mm (31 11/16”) Medium handle – Brushed aluminium
1219 mm (48”) Long handle – Shiny brushed aluminium

door swing installations.

Design Tips

Door Handle Clearances – the Door Handle depth must be

SKSFK800CS: Side wall cover kit

The Stainless Steel Panel Kit may be used in a flush 635 mm (25”)

required from adjacent cabinets or walls. This clearance will vary

trim pieces.

installation.

restricted.

added to the dimension noted to determine the total clearances

115°

90°

Door
panel

product. During mounting, the panels can be adjusted in all

Installation clearances

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

DUAL INTEGRATED COLUMN
610 mm (24”) + 762 mm (30”)

Electrical

35 mm (1 3/8”)

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

cover any visible side parts of the appliance.

located on rear wall as shown.

288 mm
(11 3/8”)*

Door
panel

SKSFK800CS accessory, which consists of side panels that

102 mm
(4”)

610 mm (24”)

Door
panel

In case of non-flush installation, we recommend using the

2134 mm
(84”)

127 mm
(5”)

666 mm
(26 1/4”)

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

refrigerator fits flush with 635 mm (25”) depth adjacent cabinets.
wine refrigerator extends approximately 19 mm (3/4”) beyond

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

Flush – with a 635 mm (25”) cutout depth, the front face of the
610 mm (24”)
finished width

610 mm
(24”)

1365 mm (53 3/4”)

1213 mm (47 3/4”)

depending on the custom handle used. When using the Stainless
Steel Door Panel Kit w/ Handle or the Brushed Aluminium Handle

(optional accessories), the door handle clearance with door open

This kit includes two 2,032 mm (80”) brushed aluminium side
Each trim piece is 127 mm (5”) deep with a 3 mm (1/8”)

cutout depth installation or in a proud 610 mm (24”) cutout depth

front face.

115° is 356 mm (14”).
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COLUMN FREEZERS

True Benefits
Inverter Linear Compressor
The Inverter Linear Compressor guarantees less wear

than traditional compressors, for longer life and optimal
performance. It is very quiet since it does not contain

mechanical components between the engine and piston,

but only 1 point of friction in its operation compared to the

traditional 4. It offers an energy savings of 60% compared to
traditional compressors, as the motor adapts the cooling to
the actual needs of use.

Temperature tolerance of only 1°C
Signature Kitchen Suite freezers have only 1°C variation

between set and actual temperature. This precise temperature
control allows for extremely rapid cold transfer and therefore

greater overall efficiency, from an energy classification point of
view as well as guaranteeing optimal conservation of food.

Star-K Kosher Certified

Refrigeration

Column
Freezers

The Hebrew term “Kosher” means “suitable” and encompasses
the regulations of Jewish religious law that govern diet and
food. Signature Kitchen Suite column freezers come with
this certification, which means they have been designed

and manufactured with equipment and materials that are
themselves Kosher certified.

Available in two widths - 18” and 24” - paired with column
refrigerator models to create unique solutions.
Column freezers are panel ready or can be fitted with

stainless steel doors that are available as an accessory kit.

These appliances work with extreme precision: tolerance of
only 1°C.

SMART TIP

SMART CONTROL PANEL
From here, you can change all the settings: temperature, ice production, WI-FI function. The door open
alarm and the change filter alert are also found here (to be done approximately once every 6 months).
When the appliance is closed, the display turns off to save energy.
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SKSCF2411P

SKSCF2411P

24” Integrated freezer

Style

EAN: 8806091454959

Hinges

Flat

Door Style
Interior finish
Energy Label

F

Maximum Sound Level

< 39 dbA Max

ENERGY STAR® Qualified

Yearly total energy consumption (kW/h)
Climate class

Classification

General Properties

Connection to the water supply
Water Filter (6 Months)
Storage Shelves

True-View® Lighting

Lift and Go™ Ice Drawer

Lift and Go™ Storage Drawers

Aluminium Door Bins with Removable Inserts
Removable ice bucket capacity

Digital Controls w/ White LED Display
Water Filter Indicator

Ice Production (24 Hrs.)
Ice On / Off

Operating Temperatures
Installation

558 mm (22”)***

Anti-tip Bracket Included

127 mm (5”)
FRONT VIEW
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102 mm (4”)

SIDE VIEW

229 mm
(9”)
19 mm (3/4”)

●

3 Cantilever Adjustable
●

1 with telescopic guides and soft close
2 with telescopic guides and soft close
4 Cantilever
2.5 kg
●
●

1.6 kg
●

-24°C to -16°C

●
●
●
●

Overall Width

603 mm (23.7”)

Overall Height
Overall Depth
Net Weight

Accessories

2200 mm (86.6”)
2,121 mm ~ 2,146 mm (83.5’’ ~ 84.4’’)
607 mm (23.8”)
157 kg
180 kg

Stainless Steel Panel / Handle / Toekick Kit

SKSPK245CS

Medium brushed Aluminium Handle – 805 mm

SKSHK310HS

Side wall cover kit in case of non-flush installation

713 mm
(28 1/8”)

●

230V, 50Hz

Shipping Weight

2072 mm
(81 9/16”)
max.

●

Required Power Supply
Power Cord Length

2146 mm
(84 1/2”)
max.

Ice Plus, Demo, Icemaker On / Off, Power On / Off, Temp Control, Water
Filter Reset, Smart Diagnosis, WI-FI, Smart Grid

Top with No Visible Screws

Technical Specifications

2046 mm
(80 9/16”)
min

●

Attachment Method to Cabinetry
Front Serviceable

Unit width
without door
panel

●

●

Four Point Front Adjustable with 8 Wheels

603 mm (23 3/4”)

****

Reversible Door

Unification Kit Included (SKSFJ800P)

2121 mm
(83 1/2”)
min

SN-T

●

Speed Freeze

607 mm (23 7/8”)**

378

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App
Modes

Unit width
without door
panel

●

●

Automatic Adaptive Defrost

603 mm (23 3/4”)

358 l

No-Frost

Inverter Linear Compressor

* Depth with 19 mm (3/4”) door panel
** Depth with door (no panel)
*** Unit depth without door

Stainless Steel

Energy Efficiency Class
Net Total Capacity

629 mm (24 3/4”)*

Panel Ready

Long brushed Aluminium Handle – 1,218 mm
Replacement Water Filter

SKSFK800CS

SKSHK480HS
LT1000P-S

90° DOOR SWING
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SKSCF2411P

SKSCF2411P

Cutout dimensions – flush or proud installation

Custom panel dimensions – flush installation

Installation Notes
The refrigerator can be installed flush or proud with 19 mm (3/4”)
custom panel or optional stainless steel panel kit.

Flush – with a 635 mm (25”) cutout depth, the front face of the

SINGLE COLUMN

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

wine refrigerator extends approximately 19 mm (3/4”) beyond
610 mm (24”) depth adjacent cabinets.

Door
panel

Door
panel

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

Door
panel

DUAL INTEGRATED COLUMN
457 mm (18”) + 610 mm (24”)

DUAL INTEGRATED COLUMN
610 mm (24”) + 762 mm (30”)

230 V, 50 Hz, 7.5 or 10 A power supply required.

Panel options

is recommended. Install a properly grounded 3-prong electrical

panels in line with the aesthetics of the kitchen cabinets. In

An individual properly grounded branch circuit or circuit breaker

Custom – The appliance is designed to be customised with

receptacle recessed into the back wall. Electrical must be

this case, it is possible to purchase just the Signature Kitchen

located on rear wall as shown.

Water connection
A cold water supply is required for water dispenser operation.
Water pressure must be between 1.37 and 8.27 bar
(20 and 120 p.s.i.).

Tubing should be long enough to extend to the front of the
refrigerator. Allow enough tubing to accommodate a bend

leading into the water line connection. Water line can go through
an opening in the floor or back wall. Install a shut-off valve

between the dispenser’s water valve and cold water supply
in the home.

Suite handle as an accessory, available in medium and long.

Signature Kitchen Suite Panels – The appliance door can be
also panelled with the Signature Kitchen Suite stainless steel
door kit. In this case, panels are delivered with the Signature
Kitchen Suite handles already mounted. In case of custom

panels, use the templates provided with the appliance to pre-

drill holes for mounting the panel brackets (provided with unit).
Adjustment screws and instructions also provided with the

Notes

TOP VIEW

Door Swing Clearances – the installation must allow for
* Door handle must be added to this
dimension.
** Varies depending on the
thickness of the custom cabinet
panel. The door panels in the
optional Signature Kitchen Suite
stainless steel door panel kit are
19 mm (3/4”) thick.

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

clearances to adjacent walls or cabinets. This freezer is equipped
with a 2-position door stop. The factory-set 115° door swing can
be adjusted to 90° if clearance to adjacent cabinets or walls is

Project Catalogue

666 mm
(26 1/4”)
19 mm**
(3/4”)

Signature Kitchen Suite

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

DUAL INTEGRATED COLUMN
457 mm (18”) + 762 mm (30”)

Maximum total door panel weight:

75.6 cm (30”) – 29 kg (64 pounds) integrated column
60.3 cm (24”) – 24 kg (53 pounds) integrated column
44.5 cm (18”) – 20 kg (44 pounds) integrated column

Design Tips
If using custom panels, a custom toe kick is required.
The bottom of case is unfinished.

Door Handles: handles are not included with the product.

Custom handles are required for installation. Brushed aluminium
handles are available as an optional accessory and they can be
mounted also on custom panels.

four directions: up/down - left/right.

If the door is being reversed, we recommend mounting the
panel after reversing the opening hinge.

Optional accessories – flush or proud installation
SKSPK245CS: Stainless steel panel kit

SKSHK310HS: Medium handles for custom panels

Kitchen Suite stainless steel door kit. The kit includes one

SKSHK480HS: Long handles for custom panels

The appliance can be panelled with the optional Signature
door panel, one toe kick and one Long handle. This kit is

reversible and can be used in both Right Hand and Left Hand

805 mm (31 11/16”) Medium handle – Brushed aluminium
1219 mm (48”) Long handle – Shiny brushed aluminium

Design Tips

Door Handle Clearances – the Door Handle depth must be

SKSFK800CS: Side wall cover kit

The Stainless Steel Panel Kit may be used in a flush 635 mm (25”)

required from adjacent cabinets or walls. This clearance will vary

610 mm (24”) thanks to the side wall cover kit. This kit includes

installation.

depending on the custom handle used. When using the Stainless
Steel Door Panel Kit w/ Handle or the Brushed Aluminium Handle

(optional accessories), the door handle clearance with door open
115° is 356 mm (14”).
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Door
panel

door swing installations.

restricted.

added to the dimension noted to determine the total clearances

90°

Door
panel

product. During mounting, the panels can be adjusted in all

Installation clearances

115°

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

Electrical

* A minimum 102 mm (4”) finished return that matches the
cabinet exterior is recommended on all sides and the top of the
cutout opening. The shaded area will be visible after
installation.

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

Door
panel

cover any visible side parts of the appliance.

35 mm (1 3/8”)

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

756 mm
(29 3/4”)

SKSFK800CS accessory, which consists of side panels that

102 mm
(4”)

610 mm
(24”)

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

In case of non-flush installation, we recommend using the

2134 mm
(84”)

127 mm
(5”)

288 mm*
(11 3/8”)

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

Proud – with a 610 mm (24”) depth cutout, the front face of the

635 mm (25”)
min. depth
flush install
610 mm (24”)
min. depth
proud install

610 mm (24”)

1365 mm (53 3/4”)

1213 mm (47 3/4”)

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

refrigerator fits flush with 635 mm (25”) depth adjacent cabinets.

610 mm (24”)
finished width

102 mm
(4”)
finished
return*

1060 mm (41 3/4”)
451 mm
(17 3/4”)

The appliance can be installed in a niche with a depth of

two 2,032 mm (80”) brushed aluminium side trim pieces.

cutout depth installation or in a proud 610 mm (24”) cutout depth

Each trim piece is 127 mm (5”) deep with a 3 mm (1/8”)
front face.
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SKSCF1811P

SKSCF1811P

18” Integrated freezer

Style

EAN: 8806091454935

Hinges

Flat

Door Style
Interior finish
Energy Label

F

Maximum Sound Level

< 39 dbA Max

ENERGY STAR® Qualified

Yearly total energy consumption (kW/h)
Climate class

Classification

General Properties

Connection to the water supply
Water Filter (6 Months)
Storage Shelves

True-View® Lighting

Lift and Go™ Ice Drawer

Lift and Go™ Storage Drawers

Aluminium Door Bins with Removable Inserts
Removable ice bucket capacity

Digital Controls w/ White LED Display
Water Filter Indicator

Ice Production (24 Hrs.)
Ice On / Off

Operating Temperatures
Installation

558 mm (22”)***

Technical Specifications

127 mm (5”)
FRONT VIEW
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102 mm (4”)

SIDE VIEW

229 mm
(9”)
19 mm (3/4”)

●

3 Cantilever Adjustable
●

1 with telescopic guides and soft close
2 with telescopic guides and soft close
4 Cantilever
2 kg
●
●

1.6 kg
●

-24°C to -16°C

●
●
●
●

Overall Width

445 mm (17.5”)

Overall Depth
Net Weight

Shipping Weight
Accessories

2200 mm (86.6”)
2,121 mm ~ 2,146 mm (83.5’’ ~ 84.4’’)
607 mm (23.8”)
138 kg
158 kg

Stainless Steel Panel / Handle / Toekick Kit

SKSPK185CS

Medium brushed Aluminium Handle – 805 mm

SKSHK310HS

Side wall cover kit in case of non-flush installation

556 mm
(21 7/8”)

●

230V, 50Hz

Overall Height

2072 mm
(81 9/16”)
max.

●

Required Power Supply
Power Cord Length

2146 mm
(84 1/2”)
max.

Ice Plus, Demo, Icemaker On / Off, Power On / Off, Temp Control, Water
Filter Reset, Smart Diagnosis, WI-FI, Smart Grid

Top with No Visible Screws

Anti-tip Bracket Included

2046 mm
(80 9/16”)
min

●

Attachment Method to Cabinetry
Front Serviceable

Unit width
without door
panel

●

●

Four Point Front Adjustable with 8 Wheels

445 mm
(17 1/2”)

****

Reversible Door

Unification Kit Included (SKSFJ800P)

2121 mm
(83 1/2”)
min

SN-T

●

Speed Freeze

445 mm
(17 1/2”)

330

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App
Modes

607 mm (23 7/8”)**

●

●

Automatic Adaptive Defrost

Unit width
without door
panel

241 l

No-Frost

Inverter Linear Compressor

* Depth with 19 mm (3/4”) door panel
** Depth with door (no panel)
*** Unit depth without door

Stainless Steel

Energy Efficiency Class
Net Total Capacity

629 mm (24 3/4”)*

Panel Ready

Long brushed Aluminium Handle – 1,218 mm
Replacement Water Filter

SKSFK800CS

SKSHK480HS
LT1000P-S

90° DOOR SWING
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SKSCF1811P

SKSCF1811P

Cutout dimensions – flush or proud installation

Custom panel dimensions – flush installation

Installation Notes

1060 mm (41 3/4”)

The refrigerator can be installed flush or proud with 19 mm (3/4”)

451 mm
(17 3/4”)

custom panel or optional stainless steel panel kit.

4"

457 mm (18”)
finished width

finished
return*

102 mm
(4”)
finished
return*

5"

(127 mm)

location
location

25" (635 mm)
min. depth
flush install
24" (610 mm)
min. depth
proud install

635 mm (25”)
min. depth flush install
84"
610 mm (24”)
(2134 mm)
min. depth proud
install

2,134 mm
(84”)

127
4" mm

(102 mm)
(5”)

location
Electric

1 3/8"(35 mm)

(102 mm)102 mm

Proud – with a 610 mm (24”) depth cutout, the front face of the
wine refrigerator extends approximately 19 mm (3/4”) beyond

DUAL INTEGRATED COLUMN
457 MM (18”) + 610 MM (24”)

Electrical
230 V, 50 Hz, 7.5 or 10 A power supply required.

Panel options

is recommended. Install a properly grounded 3-prong electrical

panels in line with the aesthetics of the kitchen cabinets. In

An individual properly grounded branch circuit or circuit breaker

Custom – The appliance is designed to be customised with

receptacle recessed into the back wall. Electrical must be

this case, it is possible to purchase just the Signature Kitchen

Water pressure must be between 1.37 and 8.27 bar
(20 and 120 p.s.i.).

Tubing should be long enough to extend to the front of the
refrigerator. Allow enough tubing to accommodate a bend

leading into the water line connection. Water line can go through
an opening in the floor or back wall. Install a shut-off valve

between the dispenser’s water valve and cold water supply
in the home.

Suite handle as an accessory, available in medium and long.

Signature Kitchen Suite Panels – The appliance door can be
also panelled with the Signature Kitchen Suite stainless steel
door kit. In this case, panels are delivered with the Signature
Kitchen Suite handles already mounted. In case of custom

panels, use the templates provided with the appliance to pre-

drill holes for mounting the panel brackets (provided with unit).
Adjustment screws and instructions also provided with the

Notes
* Door handle must be added to this
dimension.

INSTALLATION CLEARANCES610 mm
3 mm
(1/8”)
min

451 mm
(17 3/4”)

1/8"

(3 mm)

90°

min.

1/8"

(3 mm)

min.

(24”)

** Varies depending on the
thickness of the custom cabinet
panel. The door panels in the
optional Signature Kitchen Suite
stainless steel door panel kit are
19
mm (3/4”)
thick.
handle
must be
* Door

added to this dimension.

514 mm
(20 1/4”)

** Varies depending on the
thickness of the custom
cabinet panel. The door
panels in the optional
Signature Kitchen Suite
19 mm**
stainless steel door panel
(3/4”)
kit are 3/4" (19 mm) thick.

Door Swing Clearances – the installation must allow for

clearances to adjacent walls or cabinets. This freezer is equipped
with a 2-position door stop. The factory-set 115° door swing can
be adjusted to 90° if clearance to adjacent cabinets or walls is

Project Catalogue
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Door
panel

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

DUAL INTEGRATED COLUMN
457 MM (18”) + 762 MM (30”)

Maximum total door panel weight:

75.6 cm (30”) – 29 kg (64 pounds) integrated column
60.3 cm (24”) – 24 kg (53 pounds) integrated column
44.5 cm (18”) – 20 kg (44 pounds) integrated column

Design Tips
If using custom panels, a custom toe kick is required.
The bottom of case is unfinished.

Door Handles: handles are not included with the product.

Custom handles are required for installation. Brushed aluminium
handles are available as an optional accessory and they can be
mounted also on custom panels.

four directions: up/down - left/right.

If the door is being reversed, we recommend mounting the
panel after reversing the opening hinge.

Optional accessories – flush or proud installation
SKSPK185CS: Stainless steel panel kit

SKSHK310HS: Medium handles for custom panels

Kitchen Suite stainless steel door kit. The kit includes one

SKSHK480HS: Long handles for custom panels

The appliance can be panelled with the optional Signature
door panel, one toe kick and one Long handle. This kit is

reversible and can be used in both Right Hand and Left Hand

805 mm (31 11/16”) Medium handle – Brushed aluminium
1219 mm (48”) Long handle – Shiny brushed aluminium

door swing installations.

Design Tips

Door Handle Clearances – the Door Handle depth must be

SKSFK800CS: Side wall cover kit

The Stainless Steel Panel Kit may be used in a flush 635 mm (25”)

required from adjacent cabinets or walls. This clearance will vary

610 mm (24”) thanks to the side wall cover kit. This kit includes

installation.

restricted.

added to the dimension noted to determine the total clearances

depending on the custom handle used. When using the Stainless
Steel Door Panel Kit w/ Handle or the Brushed Aluminium Handle

(optional accessories), the door handle clearance with door open
115° is 279 mm (12”).
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Door
panel

product. During mounting, the panels can be adjusted in all

Installation clearances

457 mm (18”)

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

cover any visible side parts of the appliance.

A cold water supply is required for water dispenser operation.

TOP VIEW

Door
panel

SKSFK800CS accessory, which consists of side panels that

Water connection

* A minimum 102 mm (4”) finished return that matches the
cabinet exterior is recommended on all sides and the top of
the cutout opening. The shaded area will be visible after
installation.

115°

756 mm
(29 3/4”)

In case of non-flush installation, we recommend using the

A minimum 4” (102 mm) finished return that matches the cabinet exterior is recommended on all sides and the top of the cutout opening. The shaded area will be visible after installation.
35 mm (1 3/8”)

Door
panel

610 mm (24”) depth adjacent cabinets.

located on rear wall as shown.

(4”)

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

451 mm
(17 3/4”)

refrigerator fits flush with 635 mm (25”) depth adjacent cabinets.

(102 mm)

223 mm*
(8 3/4”)
TOP
VIEW

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

Flush – with a 635 mm (25”) cutout depth, the front face of the

SINGLE COLUMN

*

1213 mm (47 3/4”)

The appliance can be installed in a niche with a depth of

two 2,032 mm (80”) brushed aluminium side trim pieces.

cutout depth installation or in a proud 610 mm (24”) cutout depth

Each trim piece is 127 mm (5”) deep with a 3 mm (1/8”)
front face.
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CONVERTIBLE UNDERTOP REFRIGERATOR

True Benefits
Flexible drawer temperature
and precise storage
The convertible undertop refrigerator is the only one of its

category to feature two drawers with six independent temperature
modes. In addition, thanks to the inverter linear compressor, the

refrigerator reduces to a minimum temperature fluctuations within
±1.0° to maintain food fresh.

Panel ready drawers
Just like the entire Signature Kitchen Suite range, this product
was designed to be panelled depending on your kitchen

design. This way, the appliance can be even more integrated
with your environment providing an elegant touch to your

kitchen. The dimensions of customised drawers are the same
for both drawers.

Refrigeration

Convertible
undertop
refrigerator

Silent and ideal for bedrooms,
small environments and living rooms
The drawers of the convertible undertop refrigerator only
produce 39 dBA which, together with the ENERGY STAR®
certification, make this product one of the most versatile

appliances for all kinds of environments. In addition, both

drawers can be refrigerators/freezers at the same time or
independently to fully meet your storage needs.

The new convertible undertop refrigerator by
Signature Kitchen Suite is the ideal solution for those
with smaller environments.
This product is one of the few available on the market that

features two convertible drawers that can independently be
set at six different temperatures based on your needs.

SMART TIP

SELF CLOSE
The convertible undertop refrigerator by Signature Kitchen Suite includes the drawer “self close” function
which guarantees their automatic closing so as not to compromise the quality and storage of food.
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SKSUD2402P

Convertible undertop refrigerator

SKSUD2402P*
Style

EAN: 8806091740946

Interior finish

Stainless Steel

Door Style

Energy Label

Energy Efficiency Class

F

Maximum Sound Level

< 37 dbA Max

Bottle Capacity (750 ml)
General Properties

96 l

ENERGY STAR® Qualified

●

No-Frost

Inverter Linear Compressor

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App
Automatic Adaptive Defrost
Modes
Speed Freeze

True-View® Lighting

Digital Controls w/ White LED Display
Operating Temperatures
Installation

●
●

Freezer (-21 C° to -15 C°), Meat and seafood (-1 C°), Bar (1 C°), Refrigerator
(2 to 6 C°), Pantry (10 C°)
●
●
●

-24°C to 10°C

Top with No Visible Screws

Technical Specifications

595 mm
595 mm

●

Attachment Method to Cabinetry
Anti-tip Bracket Included

●
●
●

Overall Width

595 mm

Overall Depth

571 mm

Overall Height

*590mm
*590mm
**571 mm
**571 mm
***520 mm
***520 mm

●

●

Front Serviceable

FRONT
VIEW
FRONT
VIEW

< 34.6 dbA Max

Reversible Door

Four Point Front Adjustable with 8 Wheels

SIDE VIEW

96 l

Net Total Capacity

Maximum Sound Level

FRONT VIEW

Panel Ready

Net Weight

Shipping Weight
Accessories

24” Undertop refrigerator - Stainless steel door kit

min 815 mm ~ max 825 mm
138 kg
158 kg
SKSUK240DS

* Product available as of October 2022

815 mm
815 mm
(min)
(min)

825 mm
825 mm
(max)
(max)

97 mm
97 mm
* Depth with door panel 19 mm
* Depth with door panel 19 mm
** Depth without door panel
** Depth without door panel
*** Depth of the unit
*** Depth of the unit

VIEW FROM ABOVE

100 mm
100 mm
8 mm
8 mm

595 mm

457 mm
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WINE CELLARS

True Benefits
Separate temperature zones
The Signature Kitchen Suite wine cellars offer 3 zones (61 cm
model) or 2 zones (46 cm model) with adjustable temperature

and humidity. Each zone has a dedicated evaporator and dividing

barriers that allow perfect cold-air circulation inside the appliance
and in each zone, thus enabling the different settings to be

maintained to optimally store different wines at the same time:

for example, non-vintage Champagne and sparkling wines (6°C
-10°C), sweet white wines (6°C - 8°C) full-bodied white wines or
light reds (10°C - 13°C), aged reds (13° - 18°C), vintage port
(18°C - 20°C).

Natural beech wood and metal profiles
Wine cellars have 10 shelves for storing wine, including 2

(61cm model) and 1 (46cm model) with support for display or

inclined storage. They are made of natural beech wood, which
helps to eliminate any odours or substances that could alter
the preservation of the wine. The shelves have metal edges

and slide smoothly on telescopic guides, to minimise stress on
the bottles stored. All internal profiles have a dark grey finish.

Smart Knock Door Technology
The doors are equipped with Smart Knock. By knocking twice

Refrigeration

Wine cellars

on the glass, the lighting inside the device is automatically
activated, making the bottle labels visible. It is possible to

choose the right wine for your occasion without opening the

door and, therefore, without compromising the preservation of
wines or energy efficiency.

Respect for food must also extend to a great passion for
wine, to which we dedicate this line of recessed, panelready, modular units with reversible hinges.
Available in two widths, 24” and 18”, our wine cellar models

allow you to enrich your cold wall with a professional product.
Depending on the model, the capacity varies from 113 (24”)
to 71 (18") 750 ml bottles.

SMART TIP

ADJUSTABLE AND PUSH NOTIFICATION IF OPENED
It is possible to activate the Presentation Light mode, which leaves the lighting always on even with the door

closed. The lighting of our wine cellar can be adjusted at different levels for each zone. In addition, notifications
can be set via the Signature Kitchen Suite App to warn when the wine cellar is opened. If prestigious bottles are
stored, the system can also be used as a safety device.
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SKSCW242RP

SKSCW242RP

24” Integrated wine cellar

Style

EAN: 8806091454997

Hinges

Flat

Door Style
Interior finish
Energy Label

G

Maximum Sound Level

< 37 dbA Max

Yearly total energy consumption (kW/h)
Climate class

General Properties

●

Temperature Zones

Operating Temperatures
Modes

Humidity Control

High Altitude Compatibility
Anti-vibration motor
UV Protection

Storage Shelves
Shelf Material

Presenter Shelves

True-View® Lighting

Presenter Shelf Lighting
Installation

Technical Specifications

Shipping Weight
Accessories

Stainless Steel Panel / Handle / Toekick Kit
Joining Kit for Dual Installation

Side wall cover kit in case of non-flush installation
Medium brushed Aluminium Handle – 805 mm

2072 mm
(81 9/16”)
max.

●
●
●

10

Natural beech wood with metal elements
2
●
●

●
●
●

3-Prong

Net Weight

2146 mm
(84 1/2”)
max.

●

Plug Type

Overall Depth

2046 mm
(80 9/16”)
min

Demo, Power On / Off, Temp Control, Smart Diagnosis, WI-FI

230V, 50Hz

Overall Width

Unit width
without
door panel

5°C to 18°C

Required Power Supply
Power Cord Length

603 mm (23 3/4”)

3

Top with No Visible Screws

Overall Height

2121 mm
(83 1/2”)
min

●

Attachment Method to Cabinetry
Anti-tip Bracket Included

558 mm (22”)***

●

●

Front Serviceable

** Depth with door (no panel)
*** Unit depth without door

●

Reversible Door

Four Point Front Adjustable with 8 Wheels

603 mm (23 3/4”)

SN-T

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App
Wine Cave Technology™

* Depth with 19 mm door panel

169

●

InstaView™ Window (Knock Twice to See Inside)

607 mm (23 7/8”)**

113

No-Frost

Inverter Linear Compressor

Unit width
without door
panel

Stainless Steel

Energy Efficiency Class

Bottle Capacity (750 ml)

629 mm (24 3/4”)*

Panel Ready

Long brushed Aluminium Handle – 1,218 mm

2197 mm (86.4”)
603.25 mm (23.7”)

2,121 mm ~ 2,146 mm (83.5’’ ~ 84.4’’)
607 mm (23.8”)
162 Kg
182 Kg
SKSWK245RS (right hinge, left handle)
SKSWK245LS (left hinge, right handle)
SKSFJ800P

SKSFK800CS

SKSHK310HS
SKSHK480HS

713 mm (28”)

127 mm (5”)
FRONT VIEW

102 mm (4”)

SIDE VIEW

229 mm
(9”)

90° DOOR SWING

19 mm (3/4”)
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SKSCW242RP

SKSCW242RP
Custom panel dimensions – flush installation

Cutout dimensions – flush or proud installation
SINGLE COLUMN

Installation Notes

610 mm (24”)
finished width

The refrigerator can be installed flush or proud with a 19 mm

Panel options

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

(3/4”) custom panel or optional
635 mm (25”)
min. depth
flush install
610 mm (24”)
min. depth
proud install

102 mm
(4”)
finished
return*

2134 mm
(84”)

127 mm
(5”)
location
Electric

Custom – The appliance is designed to be customised with panels in

179.5 mm (7”)

line with the aesthetics of the kitchen cabinets. In this case, it is possible
to purchase just the Signature Kitchen Suite handle as an accessory,

stainless steel panel kit.

available in medium and long.

Flush – with a 635 mm (25”) cutout depth, the front face of the

Signature Kitchen Suite Panels – The appliance door can be also

refrigerator fits flush with 635 mm (25”) depth adjacent cabinets.
Proud – with a 610 mm (24”) depth cutout, the front face of the

panelled with the Signature Kitchen Suite stainless steel door kit. In

this case, panels are delivered with the Signature Kitchen Suite handles

2029 mm
(79 7/8”)

wine refrigerator extends approximately 19 mm (3/4”) beyond
610 mm (24”) depth adjacent cabinets.

already mounted. In case of custom panels, use the templates provided
with the appliance to pre-drill holes for mounting the panel brackets

In case of non-flush installation, we recommend using the

(provided with unit). Adjustment screws and instructions also provided

SKSFK800CS accessory, which consists of side panels that

with the product. During mounting, the panels can be adjusted in all four

cover any visible side parts of the appliance.

directions: up/down - left/right.

If the door is being reversed, we recommend mounting the panel after

238 mm (9.3”)

Electrical
230 V, 50 Hz, 7.5 or 10 A power supply required.

35 mm (1 3/8”)

An individual properly grounded branch circuit or circuit breaker

80.5 mm (3”)

reversing the opening hinge.

Maximum total door panel weight:

80.5 mm (3”)

610 mm (24”) – 10 kg integrated column

DUAL 610 mm (24”) INTEGRATED COLUMN

457 mm (18”) – 9.5 kg integrated column

is recommended. Install a properly grounded 3-prong electrical

* A minimum 102 mm (4”) finished return that matches the cabinet
exterior is recommended on all sides and the top of the cutout
opening. The shaded area will be visible after installation.

receptacle recessed into the back wall. Electrical must be
located on rear wall as shown.

Design Tips
In case of non-flush installations, 103 mm (4”) will be visible on both the inner sides of the return and the side walls of the device. It
is recommended that both sides of each cutout panel be finished to match the cabinet exterior.

Door Handles: handles are not included with the product. Custom handles are required for installation. Brushed aluminium handles
are available as an optional accessory and they can be mounted also on custom panels.

Installation clearances

Notes

TOP VIEW
* Door handle must be added to
this dimension.

610 mm (24”)

610 mm
(24”)

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

288 mm*
(11 3/8”)

603 mm
(23 3/4”)

** Varies depending on the
thickness of the custom
cabinet panel. The door
panels in the optional
Signature Kitchen Suite
stainless steel door panel kit
are 19 mm (3/4”) thick.

with a 2-position door stop. The factory-set 115° door swing can
be adjusted to 90° if clearance to adjacent cabinets or walls is

Stainless steel panel kit

SKSHK480HS: Long handles for custom panels

Door Handle Clearances: The door handle depth must be added

right hinge installation, opening from left to right).

SKSFJ800P: Dual installation ( joining) kit

restricted.

to the dimensions noted to determine the total clearances

depending on the custom handle used. When using the Stainless

666 mm
(26 1/4”)
19 mm**
(3/4”)

Optional accessories – flush or proud installation

clearances to adjacent walls or cabinets. This freezer is equipped

required from adjacent cabinets or walls. This clearance will vary

115°

90°

Door Swing Clearances – the installation must allow for

Steel Door Panel Kit w/ Handle or the Brushed Aluminium Handle

(optional accessories), the door handle clearance with door open
115° is 356 mm (14”).

SKSWK245RS: right hinge (horizontal brushed hairlines for
SKSWK245LS: right hinge (horizontal brushed hairlines for
right hinge installation, opening from left to right)

This unit can be installed with an optional Stainless Steel

1219 mm (48”) Long handle – Shiny brushed aluminium
When this wine cellar column is installed with other column

refrigerators or freezers, this kit is required for the installation.

Panel Kit. Kit includes one door panel, one toe kick and one

handle. Order right or left hinge option, depending on desired
installation.

SKSFK800CS: Side wall cover kit
SKSHK310HS: Medium handles for custom panels

Design Tips
The Stainless Steel Panel Kit may be used in a flush 635 mm (25”)
cutout depth installation or in a proud 610 mm (24”) cutout depth
installation.

805 mm (31 11/16”) Medium handle – Brushed aluminium
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SKSCW182RP

SKSCW182RP

18” Integrated wine cellar

Style

EAN: 8806091454980

Hinges

Flat

Door Style
Interior finish
Energy Label

G

Maximum Sound Level

< 37 dbA Max

Yearly total energy consumption (kW/h)
Climate class

General Properties

●

Temperature Zones

Operating Temperatures
Modes

Humidity Control

High Altitude Compatibility
Anti-vibration motor
UV Protection

Storage Shelves
Shelf Material

Presenter Shelves

True-View® Lighting

Presenter Shelf Lighting
Installation

●
●
●

10

Natural beech wood with metal elements
1
●
●

●
●
●

3-Prong

Overall Depth
Net Weight

Shipping Weight
Accessories

Stainless Steel Panel / Handle / Toekick Kit
Joining Kit for Dual Installation

Side wall cover kit in case of non-flush installation
Medium brushed aluminium handle – 805 mm

2072 mm
(81 9/16”)
max.

●

Plug Type

Overall Height

2146 mm
(84 1/2”)
max.

Demo, Power On / Off, Temp Control, Smart Diagnosis, WI-FI

230V, 50Hz

Power Cord Length

Unit width
without door
panel

5°C to 18°C

Required Power Supply

Overall Width

2046 mm
(80 9/16”)
min

2

Top with No Visible Screws

Technical Specifications

445 mm
(17 1/2”)

●

Attachment Method to Cabinetry
Anti-tip Bracket Included

2121 mm
(83 1/2”)
min

●

●

Front Serviceable

558 mm (22”)***

●

Reversible Door

Four Point Front Adjustable with 8 Wheels

607 mm (23 7/8”)**

SN-T

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App
Wine Cave Technology™

Unit width
without door
panel

159

●

InstaView™ Window (Knock Twice to See Inside)

445 mm
(17 1/2”)

71

No-Frost

Inverter Linear Compressor

* Depth with 19 mm (3/4”) door panel
** Depth with door (no panel)
*** Unit depth without door

Stainless Steel

Energy Efficiency Class

Bottle Capacity (750 ml)

629 mm (24 3/4”)*

Panel Ready

Long brushed aluminium handle – 1,218 mm

2197 mm (86.4”)
444.5 mm (17.4”)

2,121 mm ~ 2,146 mm (83.5’’ ~ 84.4’’)
607 mm (23.8”)
139 Kg
161 Kg
SKSWK185RS (right hinge, left handle)
SKSWK185LS (left hinge, right handle)
SKSFJ800P

SKSFK800CS

SKSHK310HS
SKSHK480HS

556 mm
(21 7/8”)

127 mm (5”)
FRONT VIEW
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SKSCW182RP

SKSCW182RP

Cutout dimensions – flush or proud installation
SINGLE COLUMN

Panel options

Installation Notes

457 mm (18”)
finished width

Custom – The appliance is designed to be customised with panels in

The refrigerator can be installed flush or proud with 19 mm (3/4”)
custom panel or optional stainless steel panel kit.

179.5 mm (7”)

refrigerator fits flush with 635 mm (25”) depth adjacent cabinets.

2134 mm
(84”)

127 mm
(5”)
electrical
location

line with the aesthetics of the kitchen cabinets. In this case, it is possible

451 mm
(17.7”)

Flush – with a 635 mm (25”) cutout depth, the front face of the

635 mm (25”)
min. depth
flush install
610 mm (24”)
min. depth
proud install

102 mm
(4”)
finished
return*

Custom panel dimensions – flush installation

to purchase just the Signature Kitchen Suite handle as an accessory,
available in medium and long.

Proud – with a 610 mm (24”) depth cutout, the front face of the

Signature Kitchen Suite Panels – The appliance door can be also

610 mm (24”) depth adjacent cabinets.

this case, panels are delivered with the Signature Kitchen Suite handles

wine refrigerator extends approximately 19 mm (3/4”) beyond

panelled with the Signature Kitchen Suite stainless steel door kit. In

In case of non-flush installation, we recommend using the

already mounted. In case of custom panels, use the templates provided

SKSFK800CS accessory, which consists of side panels that

2029 mm
(79.8”)

cover any visible side parts of the appliance.

with the appliance to pre-drill holes for mounting the panel brackets

(provided with unit). Adjustment screws and instructions also provided

with the product. During mounting, the panels can be adjusted in all four
directions: up/down - left/right.

If the door is being reversed, we recommend mounting the panel after
reversing the opening hinge.

Electrical

238 mm (9.3”)

230 V, 50 Hz, 7.5 or 10 A power supply required.

35 mm (1 3/8”)

An individual properly grounded branch circuit or circuit breaker

80.5 mm (3”)

is recommended. Install a properly grounded 3-prong electrical

* A minimum 102 mm (4”) finished return that matches the
cabinet exterior is recommended on all sides and the top of the
cutout opening. The shaded area will be visible after
installation.

610 mm (24”) – 10 kg integrated column

457 mm (18”) – 9.5 kg integrated column

80.5 mm (3”)

DUAL 457 mm (18”) INTEGRATED COLUMN

receptacle recessed into the back wall. Electrical must be
located on rear wall as shown.

Maximum total door panel weight:

Design Tips
If using custom panels, a custom toe kick is required. The bottom of case is unfinished.
Door Handles: handles are not included with the product. Custom handles are required for installation. Brushed aluminium handles
are available as an optional accessory and they can be mounted also on custom panels.

Installation clearances

Notes

TOP VIEW

Door Swing Clearances – the installation must allow for
457 mm (18”)

610 mm
(24”)

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

3 mm
(1/8”)
min

* Door handle must be added to this
dimension.
** Varies depending on the
223 mm*
thickness of the custom cabinet
(8 3/4”)
panel. The door panels in the
optional Signature Kitchen Suite
stainless steel door panel kit are
19 mm (3/4”) thick.

with a 2-position door stop. The factory-set 115° door swing can
be adjusted to 90° if clearance to adjacent cabinets or walls is

Stainless steel panel kit

SKSHK310HS: Medium handles for custom panels

Door Handle Clearances – the Door Handle depth must be

right hinge installation, opening from left to right).

SKSHK480HS: Long handles for custom panels

restricted.

added to the dimensions noted to determine the total clearances

451 mm
(17 3/4”)

required from adjacent cabinets or walls. This clearance will vary

115°

depending on the custom handle used. When using the Stainless

514 mm
(20 1/4”)
90°

19 mm**
(3/4”)

Optional accessories – flush or proud installation

clearances to adjacent walls or cabinets. This freezer is equipped

Steel Door Panel Kit w/ Handle or the Brushed Aluminium Handle

(optional accessories), the door handle clearance with door open
115° is 279 mm (11”).

SKSWK185RS: right hinge (horizontal brushed hairlines for
SKSWK185LS: right hinge (horizontal brushed hairlines for
right hinge installation, opening from left to right)

This unit can be installed with an optional Stainless Steel
Panel Kit. Kit includes one door panel, one toe kick and

one handle. Order right or left hinge option, depending on

805 mm (31 11/16”) Medium handle – Brushed aluminium
1219 mm (48”) Long handle – Shiny brushed aluminium
SKSFJ800P: Dual installation ( joining) kit

When this wine cellar column is installed with other column

refrigerators or freezers, this kit is required for the installation.

desired installation.

SKSFK800CS: Side wall cover kit

Design Tips

an optional frame fixing kit. This kit includes two 2,032 mm

cutout depth installation or in a proud 610 mm (24”) cutout depth

This unit can be installed in a 610 mm (24”) deep cutout with

The Stainless Steel Panel Kit may be used in a flush 635 mm (25”)

(80”) brushed aluminium side trim pieces.

installation.

Each trim piece is 127 mm (5”) deep with a 3 mm (1/8”)
front face.
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UNDERTOP WINE CELLAR

True Benefits
Two temperature, light and humidity zones
Two independent temperature zones help maintain white and

red wines at the right temperature to exalt their taste. The triple

dark glass protects the wine from harmful UV rays, while humidity
control brings it to optimal levels helping preserve wine quality
and taste.

Distinctive all-glass design
The undertop wine cellar boasts a smart all-glass symmetric
design that makes it possible to install it flush. In addition,

the dark matte triple-glass of the doors protects the bottles
against UV rays, preventing potential alterations caused
by the light.

Refrigeration

Undertop
wine cellars

Capacity up to 41 bottles
The undertop wine cellar can hold 41 bottles on 4 natural

beech wood shelves. In addition to their elegance, shelves are

solid to the touch, they give stability and help eliminate odours
and substances that can alter wine properties and, most of all,
they naturally regulate internal temperature and humidity.

The Signature Kitchen Suite undertop wine cellar was
designed paying the utmost attention to the correct
storage of wine.
The appliance was studied to reproduce the ideal

environment of wine caves - the Wine Cave TechnologyTM
reduces to a minimum temperature fluctuations and

SMART TIP

elements that could compromise product quality.

SIGNATURE FIT INTEGRATED DESIGN

vibrations guaranteeing the maximum protection from those

The undertop wine cellar boasts a smart symmetric design that makes it possible
to install it flush and reverse the door.
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SKSUW2401G

SKSUW2401G*

Undertop wine cellar

Style

EAN: 8806091740960

Hinges

Flat

Door Style
Interior finish
Energy Label

D

Maximum Sound Level

< 37 dbA Max

General Properties

●

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App

●

InstaView™ Window (Knock Twice to See Inside)
Wine Cave Technology™
Temperature Zones

Operating Temperatures
Modes

Humidity Control

High Altitude Compatibility
Anti-vibration motor
UV Protection

Storage Shelves
Shelf Material

Presenter Shelves

SIDE VIEW

FRONT
VIEW
FRONT
VIEW

True-View® Lighting

SIDE
VIEW
SIDE
VIEW

Presenter Shelf Lighting

*590 mm
*590 mm
**540 mm
**540 mm

595 mm
595 mm

Installation

2

5°C to 18°C

Sabbath, Demo, Power On / Off, Temp Control, Smart Diagnosis, WI-FI
●
●
●
●
4

Natural beech wood with metal elements
●
●
●

●

Top with No Visible Screws
●

Overall Width

595 mm

Overall Depth

590 mm

Overall Height
Net Weight

Shipping Weight

100 mm
100 mm

●

Front Serviceable

Technical Specifications

97 mm
97 mm

●

●

Anti-tip Bracket Included

825 mm
825 mm
(min)
(min)

●

Four Point Front Adjustable with 8 Wheels
Attachment Method to Cabinetry

815 mm
815 mm
(min)
(min)

41

No-Frost

Inverter Linear Compressor

FRONT VIEW

Stainless Steel

Energy Efficiency Class

Bottle Capacity (750 ml)

OVERALL
PRODUCT
DIMENSIONS
OVERALL
PRODUCT
DIMENSIONS

Glass

min 815 mm ~ max 825 mm
67 kg
71 kg

* Product available as of October 2022

8 mm
8 mm
* Depth with the door
* Depth with the door
** Depth of the unit without door
** Depth of the unit without door

90° DOOR SWING

115° DOOR SWING

595 mm

595 mm

247 mm

TopView
Door Open 115°

659 mm

621 mm

Case
Hinge
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BUILT-IN COMBINATIONS WITH CABINETS

Free-standing Combinations
The kitchen is the place where the best ideas are born,

They are made of AISI 304 stainless steel with a scotch brite

customisation of this space: built-in combinations enable us

can be ordered as accessories- and help maintain a certain

finish - the same of the Signature Kitchen Suite panels that

this is why Signature Kitchen Suite poses no limits to the

neutrality.

to create countless pairings when it comes to both design

Depending on the kitchen design, it is possible to request

and performance to meet all kinds of needs and transform

a specific quote for other types of finishes and countless

your kitchen into a manifesto of harmony and beauty.

combinations so that they can fit in with all kinds of interiors.

Our cabinets have a linear, clean, essential and harmonious

design so they can be placed in all environments and adapt to
all kinds of designs and concepts;

Installation modes and precautions are the same ones as the
single models.

SKS001

Refrigeration
2170

Built-in
combinations
with cabinets
Refrigerators, freezers and wine cellars are
combined to obtain customised and professional solutions
to be installed inside specific cabinets.

congelatore
28

630
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42

cantina
28

42

28

2277

FRONT VIEW

Style

Code

36’’ French Door

SKSFD3614P

24” Freezer

cantina fd
frigorifero
42

2277

630
SIDE VIEW

24’’ Cellar

64

congelatore
frigorifero
fd
42

SKSCF2411P

SKSCW242RP
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CABINET COMBINATIONS

CABINET COMBINATIONS

SKS 002

SKSCW182RP-CB

2170

frigorifero

frigorifero
congelatore
28 42

28
630

630

28

28
630

630

1477

FRONT VIEW

Style

Code

18” Freezer

SKSCF1811P

30” Refrigerator

SIDE VIEW

SKSCR3011P

SKS 001

Code

SKSCW182RP

SKSFD3614P-CB

PRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO
CODICE PRODOTTOCODICE
TIPOLOGIA
PRODOTTO

SKS CR 300 1P

frigorifero
SKS CR
300 1P

frigorifero

SKS CF 240 1P

SKS CF
240 1P
congelatore

congelatore

28
521

FRONT VIEW

18” Wine Cellar

SKS 001
RIF. COMBINAZIONERIF. COMBINAZIONE

28

28
521

Style

SKS 003

2170

congelatore

wine cellar

congelatore

28 42

1477

SIDE VIEW

2170

2170

REF. SINGLE KIT

PRODUCT CODE

CODICE
TYPEPRODOTTO
OF PRODUCTTIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

SKS CW 181 RP

UNITA'mm

UNITA'

frigorifero
fd
cantina

frigorifero fd
28

28

630

630

SIDE VIEW
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1473

FRONT VIEW

Style

Code

18” Wine Cellar

SKSCW182RP

36’’ French Door

66

42

SKSFD3614P

1473

2170

congelatore

mm
2170

mm

cantina
28 42

SKS CF
180
1P
wine
cellar

UNITA'
mm

UNIT

2170

2170

KS005

RIF. KIT SINGOLO
KS007

frigorifero

28

28

28

630

630

SIDE VIEW

Style

36’’ French Door

986

frigorifero
28

28

986

FRONT VIEW

Code

SKSFD3614P
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28

42

630

28

1477

refrigerator
28

630

28

1166

MULTIPLE COMBINATIONS

SIDE VIEW

freezer
42

MULTIPLE COMBINATIONS

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

FRONT VIEW

2170
2170

RIF. COMBINAZIONE

SKS 001

CODICE PRODOTTO

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

SKS 006

REF. COMBINATION

frigorifero fd
28

congelatore
42

congelatore
42

2170

SKS CR 300 1P

frigorifero

28 CF 240 1P
SKS

congelatore

2170

SKS 004

2447

630

Style
frigorifero

28
630

UNITA'

congelatore
frigorifero
congelatore
mm
42
42 28

28

1477

630

SIDE VIEW

2170
2170
TYPE OF PRODUCT

PRODUCT CODE

cantina
42

30” Refrigerator

28

24” Freezer

1477

fd refrigerator

Code

42

630

wine cellar

freezer

28

42

28

SKS CR 240 1P

refrigerator

SKS CF 180 1P

freezer

SKS 008

1960

SKSCR3011P

refrigerator
28

SKSCF2411P

freezer
refrigerator
42

28

freezer

42 28

28

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

18” Freezer

SKSCF1811

SKSFD3614P

mm

1166

630

Code

24” Refrigerator

UNIT
630

Style

1166

FRONT VIEW

2170
2170

SKS 0010

RIF. COMBINAZIONE

CODICE PRODOTTO

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

28

congelatore

42

SKS CF 180 1P

630

630

2170

42

28

congelatore
cantina

SKS CW 181 RP

cantina

Style

SKS 001

CODICE PRODOTTO
PRODOTTO
CODICETIPOLOGIA
PRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

frigorifero fd

mm28

28

SKS 001
RIF. COMBINAZIONE
RIF. COMBINAZIONE

SKS CR 300 1P SKS CR 300frigorifero
1P

frigoriferocongelatore
fd

congelatore
congelatore

congelatore
cantina

SKS42
CF 240 1P SKS
42
42
42CF 240congelatore
28
1P 42

42

2447

630

frigorifero

36’’ French Door
18” Freezer
18” Freezer

cantina
28
congelatore

18’’ Cellar

2447

SKS 009

PRODUCT CODE

TYPE OF PRODUCT

SKS 005

cantina

SKS CW 1653
181 RP

UNITA'

2170

frigorifero fd

SKS FD 360 4P

frigorifero

REF. COMBINATION

Code

SKSFD3614P

28

42

630

fd refrigerator

4P
wine360
cellar
freezer SKS FD

fd refrigerator

42

SKS CF 180 1P

28

SKS CW 181 RP

1960

2170006 2170
SKS
REF. COMBINATION
SKS 006
REF. COMBINATION

PRODUCT CODE
TYPE OF PRODUCT
PRODUCT CODE
TYPE OF PRODUCT

wine cellar

SKS CR 240SKS
1P CR 240 1Prefrigerator

SKSCF1811P

SKS CF 180 SKS
1P CF 180 1P freezer

SKSCF1811P

fd refrigerator refrigerator

SKSCW182RP

UNIT
630

28

28

mm

630

42

SIDE VIEW

UNITA'

mm

refrigerator
freezer

freezer freezerwine cellar
42

42

28

28

Style

Code

18” Freezer

SKSCF1811P

36’’ French Door
18’’ Cellar

19601166

UNIT

UNITA'

SKS 009

freezer

mm

UNIT

SKSFD3614P
SKSCW182RP

mm

mm

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

FRONT VIEW

2170

frigorifero fd

cantina

28

42

RIF. COMBINAZIONE

SKS 0011

CODICE PRODOTTO

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

SKS CR 240 1P

frigorifero

28
SKS
CF 180 1P

congelatore

SKS CW 181 RP

cantina

2170

2170

SKS 0010
RIF. COMBINAZIONE
RIF. COMBINAZIONE

SKS 0010

Style

24” Refrigerator

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO
CODICE PRODOTTO
CODICE PRODOTTO
frigorifero
28

congelatore
frigorifero
28
42

630

cantina
congelatore
cantina
frigorifero fd
SKS FD
360 4P
SKS FD 360 4P
4242
28 42
28

mm

UNITA'
1653

630

congelatore
SKS CF 180 1P
SKS CF 180 1P
1653

SKS 009

PRODUCT CODE

TYPE OF PRODUCT

SKS 006

1632

630

REF. COMBINATION

18” Freezer

frigorifero fd

18’’ Cellar

congelatore

SKS CW 181 RP
SKS CW 181 RPcantina

cantina

SKS CW 181 RP
SKS CW 181 RPcantina

cantina

Code

SKS FD 360 4P

fd refrigerator

SKS CF 180 1P

freezer

SKS CW 181 RP

wine cellar

2170

REF. COMBINATION
REF. COMBINATION
PRODUCT CODE

SKSFD3614P

PRODUCT CODE
SKS CR 240 1P

SKSCF1811P

fd refrigerator refrigerator

UNIT

SKSCW182RP
630

630

28

28

mm

42

SKS FD 360 4P

SKSwine
CF 180
cellar1P
freezer freezer
42

19601166

28

42
SKS
CF 180 1P 28

SKS CW 181 RP

UNIT

UNITA'
SIDE VIEW

mm

UNITA'

RIF. COMBINAZIONE

SKS 0016

CODICE PRODOTTO

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

SKS FD 360 4P

frigorifero fd

SKS CW 241 RP

cantina

2170

2170

REF. COMBINATION
REF. COMBINATION

SKS 0011
RIF. COMBINAZIONE
RIF. COMBINAZIONE

SKS 0011

PRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO
CODICE PRODOTTO
CODICETIPOLOGIA
PRODOTTO

28

UNITA'

SKS CR 240 1P cantina
SKS CR 240frigorifero
1P

frigorifero fd cantina

28

42

mm

42 28

28

congelatore
SKS CF 180 1P SKS CF 180
1P
SKS CW 181 RPSKS CW 181cantina
RP

630

1632

frigorifero
congelatore
cantina

1632

SKS 007
Style

36’’ French Door
24’’ Cellar

PRODUCT CODE
PRODUCT CODE
SKS CR 240 1P

UNITA'

Signature Kitchen Suite

fd refrigerator
freezer
freezer
wine cellar

SKS 010
Style

Code

18” Freezer

SKSCF1811P

36’’ French Door
18’’ Cellar

SKSFD3614P
SKSCW182RP

mm
mm

UNITA'

mm

SKS 006
SKS 009
TYPE OF PRODUCT
TYPE OF PRODUCT
refrigerator

SKS FD 360 4P
SKS CF 180 1P
SKS CF 180 1P

freezer

SKSCW242RP

SKS CW 181 RP

wine cellar

SKSFD3614P

UNIT
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TYPE OF PRODUCT
TYPE OF PRODUCT
refrigerator

Code

UNIT
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SKS 006
SKS 009

FRONT VIEW

frigorifero fd

630

UNIT

mm

2170

fd refrigerator
freezer

mm
mm

mm
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frigorifero
28

28
congelatore

630

28

832

28

630

521

SINGLE CABINETS

SIDE VIEW

SINGLE CABINETS

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

FRONT VIEW

2170

2170

2170

2170

2170

frigorifero
28

CODICE PRODOTTO
679

frigorifero
28

frigorifero
28

630

832

SIDE VIEW

Style

28

30” Refrigerator

mm

UNITA'
630

28

630

frigorifero

SKS CR 300 1P

28

SKSCR3011P-CB

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

832

SKSCR3011P

CODICE PRODOTTO

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

SKS CF 180 1P

congelatore

congelatore
28
630

SIDE VIEW

Style

congelatore
28

28

521

630

FRONT VIEW

SKSCF1811P-CB

28

680

Code

KS005

RIF. KIT SINGOLO

cantina

28

630

2170

KS001

RIF. KIT SINGOLO

28
521
UNITA'

18” Freezer

mm

Code

SKSCF1811P

FRONT VIEW

2170
2170

frigorifero
28

2170

28

630

2170

2170
cantina

KS002

RIF. KIT SINGOLO
986

frigorifero

SKS CR 240 1P

RIF. KIT SINGOLO
RIF. KIT SINGOLO

frigorifero
28

630

630

frigorifero

28

UNITA'

SKSCR2411P-CB

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

CODICE PRODOTTO

28

KS001

Style

KS001

24” Refrigerator

28

mm

630

Code

UNITA'

FRONT VIEW

mm

UNITA'

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

cantina
SKS CW 241 RP
KS005
RIF. KIT SINGOLO RIF. KIT SINGOLO
cantina

SKSCR2411P

28

630

mm

28

mm
UNITA'
CODICE PRODOTTOCODICE
TIPOLOGIA
PRODOTTO
PRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

680

630

SIDE VIEW

KS005

cantina
28

28

SKS CR 300
SKS
1P CR 300 1P frigorifero frigorifero

SIDE VIEW

SKSCW242RP-CB

521

CODICE PRODOTTO

CODICE PRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIATIPOLOGIA
PRODOTTO
PRODOTTO
679 CODICE PRODOTTO

679

2170

KS006

RIF.
28 KIT SINGOLO
28

Style

24” Wine Cellar

Code

SKSCW242RP

680

SKS CF 180 1P

SKS CFcongelatore
180 1P

congelatore

UNITA'

UNITA'mm

mm

FRONT VIEW

2170

KS003 2170

RIF. KIT SINGOLO

2170

2170

2170

KS007

RIF. KIT SINGOLO
congelatore
28

28

CODICE PRODOTTO
679

630

630

frigorifero

RIF. KIT SINGOLO
RIF. KIT SINGOLO KS002

frigorifero

28

frigorifero

UNITA'

mm

28

28

36’’ French Door

28

UNITA'

2170

mm

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

SKS CF 240 1P

congelatore

congelatore

UNITA' 28

679

congelatore
28

630

521

28

UNITA'

28

KS006

Style

18” Wine Cellar

mm

Code

SKSCW182RP

521

CODICE PRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO
CODICE PRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO
SKS CW 241SKS
RP CW 241 RP cantina

mm

UNITA'

UNITA'

mm

cantina

mm

SKSCF2411P-CB

KS003
RIF. KIT SINGOLO
RIF. KIT SINGOLO

KS003

28
mm

679

Style

24” Freezer

Code

SKSCF2411P

REF. SINGLE KIT

RIF. KIT SINGOLO
KS007

KS007

PRODUCT CODE CODICE
TYPE
OF PRODUCT
PRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

CODICE PRODOTTO
CODICETIPOLOGIA
PRODOTTOPRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

UNITA'

Signature Kitchen Suite

630

28

frigorifero

frigorifero
SKS FD 360 4P SKS FD 360 4P
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28

2170

KS004

CODICE PRODOTTO

28

630

SKSFD3614P

cantina

FRONT VIEW

RIF. KIT SINGOLO

630

UNITA'

RIF. KIT SINGOLO
RIF. KIT SINGOLO KS006

wine cellar

SKSCW182RP-CB

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO
cantina

SKS CW 181 RP

Code

986

SKS CR 240 1P
SKS CR 240 1Pfrigorifero

SIDE VIEW

Style

KS002

CODICE PRODOTTO

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO
TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO
CODICE PRODOTTO
CODICE PRODOTTO

986

630

SKSFD3614P-CB

TIPOLOGIA PRODOTTO

SKS FD 360 4P

UNITA'

mm

frigorifero

mm

SKS CW 181 RP

UNIT

SKS CW
181cellar
RP
wine

UNITA'mm

cantina

mm
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Cooking
Your kitchen is the room to bring your emotions to
life. With our cooking appliances, you can give voice
to who you really are.
We offer a complete suite of cooking appliances: ovens,
induction hobs, coffee makers. All our appliances are

set up for WI-FI connection and to communicate with

the APP that is full of suggestions, recipes and control
functions. Your passion for food continues in your

kitchen; here the care you have placed in the choice of
ingredients is perfected.

TIPS

Oven
Use the sous vide mode (in the steam programme) to cook and heat up
your food at a low temperature inside steam chambers. Unlike classic

steam, this function cooks food between 60° and 85° without changing
the colours and nutritional properties of the raw materials. For the

perfect egg: cook a whole egg (with shell) at 63° for one hour, the result
is astonishing.

The gourmet programme features numerous recipes that enable you to
follow the various indications on the monitor so you can make perfect
recipes taking advantage of the combined technology of Signature
Kitchen Suite ovens. The result is guaranteed thanks to the probe.

For a special dinner, serve the food on warm dishes - an important

touch. Signature Kitchen Suite ovens also offer the “dish warming”
function on top of the other programmes.

Benefits include the keeping of food at serving temperature for a

prolonged time, no condensation on the dishes and happier guests.
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TIPS

Hob
The Signature Kitchen Suite hob features a timer, among the other

functions. Each cooking zone has a dedicated timer so that the various
foods can be constantly monitored. Cooking pasta al dente while
paying attention to the other dishes in no longer a problem.

The hob features seventeen cooking powers to instantly increase the
intensity of the energy supplied, alternating violent sautés and slow

braising with a simple gesture. In addition to these modes, there are the

two special Boost and Melt modes. The latter enables gentle prolonged
cooking without having to constantly check the pan.

The power of the central plate is similar to that of professional plates. If

brought to full power, it becomes extremely performing. In five minutes,
it is possible to bring fifteen litres of water to the boil, or it can be used
for 35 cm casseroles for up to 35/40 guests.
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MULTIFUNCTION COMBINATION STEAM OVEN

True Benefits
Cooking with steam and hot air
The combination of hot air and steam allows you to prepare
any type of dish, soft or crispy. The APP and programmed
recipes will help you find your ideal combination.

The steam comes from water in a tank that contains up

to 1L of water. Thanks to the descaling and residual water

drainage function, you are sure to always use only fresh water.
The evaporation function then perfectly dries any residual
condensation in the oven.

7” Colour LCD Touch Display
All functions can be controlled through a colour touch display,
with incredible definition. From here, you can check precisely
how the oven is working at that moment: telescopic probe

icon, child lock, demo mode, WI-FI, remote start. Everything is

indicated with special icons. When the oven is in operation, the
strip at the top of oven lights up red.

Steam for everyone

Cooking

Our ovens can regulate the intensity of the steam:

100% steam; steam assist, with standard hot air at 160°C

but adjustable; Sous Vide cooking at low temperature (60°C);

Ovens and
warming drawer

gourmet steam, with pre-set steam and hot air percentages
based on the recipes programmed on the oven. Then in just
10 minutes the SpeedClean function will clean the oven

independently, thanks to the use of steam and to the special
internal enamel without the addition of chemical agents.

The clean, minimalist, handleless design of our ovens will
allow you to further enhance the beauty and functionality of
your kitchen.
Through heat, you can enhance the taste of the freshest

ingredients to their fullest potential, using the most useful
functions in making your recipes to perfection.

SMART TIP

HANDLELESS AUTOMATIC OPENING
All ovens have handleless doors. An intelligent sensor recognises that an adult is nearby, at a distance
that assumes a probable interaction with the appliance.

A second sensor is then activated which, if touched, activates the soft opening of the door.
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TRUE TO FOOD OVEN

WARMING DRAWER

True Benefits

True Benefits

Steam Combi Cooking

Perfect combination

Traditional cooking, microwave and added steam.

Thanks to its size, the warming drawer matches perfectly with

those situations when, even in a small space, you want to

occupy 60 cm, and can thus be placed side by side with a 60

The compact Signature Kitchen Suite oven is designed for
be as creative as possible in the kitchen. The Combi Steam
Mode heats food gradually, using both the heat of the

microwave and the moist heat of the steam. This function
is especially suitable, for example, to heat up ready-made

dishes or leftovers. Dishes are quickly restored to their original

the compact Signature Kitchen Suite oven. Together, they

cm oven to create a perfect horizontal alignment. Convenient
to use, the heating element in the lower part of the appliance

can be set on 4 different levels based on your needs. A bright
LED light indicates when the product is in operation.

consistency.

Microwave Function

4 warming settings

The microwave has a progressive power from 100 W to 1000 W,

The appliance can be set to 4 different operating settings:

butter (200W), cook pork chops or roasts (300W), defrost meat

such as eggs or bread warm; 3 (70°C) to bake potatoes or heat

with 10 selectable settings, including:: bain marie (100W), soften
(400W), cook whole poultry (500W), cook puddings or creams
(600W), melt chocolate (700W), quickly heat ready meals

(800W), heat pasta and vegetables (900W) up to boil water

(1000W). The pre-set recipes help to select the most suitable

1 (40°C) to use as a proofer for dough; 2 (55°C) to keep food

mashed potatoes; 4 (80°C) to bake cakes. The first setting can
also be used to warm plates or cups, or to keep dishes ready
to be enjoyed warm, perhaps waiting for all guests to arrive.

level.

Customisable volume and display brightness

Quality materials

In this compact oven, everything can be customised down to

Even the warming drawer is built with resistant and quality

can also be set from 20% to 100%, with increments of 20%.

flush installation and its aesthetics in line with the other ovens

the smallest detail. For the display, the degree of brightness

The volume of the sound is also adjustable, as well as changing
the reference system for weights and measures. Everything

can be easily set via the 7” colour LCD touch display. This oven

matches the other products perfectly to create a perfect suite.

materials, glass and stainless steel. Easy to clean, thanks to its
in the range, the Signature Kitchen Suite warming drawer is

the perfect complement to create unique combinations in the
kitchen.

SMART TIP

DOWNLOAD ICON
This oven is also WI-FI ready and can be connected to the home network. The Download icon appears

on the display when software updates or new recipes are available to download. This way, your oven, as
well as your smart phone, will always be updated.
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SKSOV2411S

Multifunction combination steam oven

SKSOV2411S

General Properties

EAN: 8806087744644

Display

7” Colour TFT LCD

Interior coating

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App
Cook Mode
"Gourmet Chef" automatic programmes
Automatic opening handleless door
Soft Open

Motion Sensor

Mood light (red)

External steam generation

Cooking with 100% steam with temperature regulation to C°
Sous-vide
Descaling
Drying

Water tank capacity

LED Interior Lighting
Speed clean

Door Material
Accessories included
Temperature probe
Energy label

●

(18) Hot air, Eco Hot Air, Static, Fan Assisted, Pizza, Roasting, Light Roast,
Rapid Heat Roast+, Small Grill, Large Grill, Proof, Keep Warm, Defrost, Warm
Up, Bottom Heat, 100% Steam, Sous Vide, Steam-assist
20
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1l
●
●

Smog Glass

2 Telescopic guides, 1 wire grille, 1 deep pan, 1 baking tray, 1 perforated
tray
●

Energy Efficiency Class

A+

Energy consumption for conventional cycle (kW/h)

0,94

Oven Cavity Size

Energy consumption for fan assisted cycle (kW/h)
Power consumption kW

Technical Specifications

70 l

0,69
3,5

Circuit Breaker 20 A

20 A

Plug Type

F Type

Required Power Supply

Installation

Blue porcelain enamel

Power

Net Weight

230V, 50Hz
Electric
57 kg

557 mm (21.9’’)
594 mm (23.3’’)

577 mm
(22.7’’)

597 mm
(23.5’’)

FIG. A

583 mm
(22.9’’)

1.5” 22 mm (0.8’’)
(40 mm)

553 mm (21.7’’)

50 mm
(2’’)

min. 595 mm
(23.4’’)

Installation in a high cabinet
There must be a gap of minimum 10 mm (0.4”) between the
rear of the installed oven and the connecting wall. Use side

min. 560 mm
(22’’)

holes of the oven (refer to arrow, Fig. A) for lifting. Kitchen

cabinet in contact with the oven must be heat resistant up to
90 °C, and close units fronts up to at least 70 °C.
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SKSLV2401S

True to food oven

SKSLV2401S

General Properties

EAN: 8806098010455

Display

7” Colour TFT LCD

Interior coating

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App
Cook Mode
Microwave combination cook mode

"Gourmet Chef" automatic programmes
Automatic opening handleless door
Soft Open

Motion Sensor

Mood light (red)

Microwave Inverter

Microwave cooking power

External steam generation
Descaling
Drying

Water tank capacity

LED Interior Lighting
Speed clean

Door Material

Accessories included

Technical Specifications

550 mm
(21.6”)

50 mm (1.9”)

Installation in a high cabinet
There must be a gap of minimum 10 mm (0.4”) between the

559 mm (22”)

●

Microwave, Hot air, Static, Roasting, Auto Roast, Pizza, Grill, Crispy Grill,
Defrost, Bottom Heat, Steam-assist
Hot air, Roasting, Auto Roast, Grill, Steam assist
30
●
●
●
●
●

1000 W
●
●
●

1l
●
●

Smog Glass

Metal pan/Perforated pan/Rack

Oven Cavity Size

32 l

Circuit Breaker 20 A

16 A

Power consumption kW

Installation without a warming drawer

Steel

Required Power Supply
Plug Type
Power

Net Weight

3,15

230V, 50Hz
F Type

Electric
32 kg

rear of the installed oven and the connecting wall. Kitchen

cabinet in contact with the oven must be heat resistant up to

Min 458 mm
(18.3”)

Min
556 mm
(21.8”)
Min 560 mm
(22”)

460 mm (18.1”)

447 mm
(17.5”)
44 mm
(1.7”) 405 mm
(15.9”)

22 mm
(0.8”)

594 mm (23.3”)

90 °C, and close units fronts up to at least 70 °C.

Notes
Remove the back wall of the installation cabinet. If it is
difficult to remove the back wall, make a hole at least
100 mm (3.94”) in diameter.

Ventilation

Notes

min. 50 mm

For correct ventilation, the ventilation opening of 50 mm
oven

min. 5 mm min. 5 mm
close kitchen cabinet or
appliance.

(1.97”) should be required between the back wall and the
floor of the installation cabinet, the ventilation gap of 50

mm (1.97”) is required between the oven top rim and the

furniture lower rim, and between the oven both sides rim and
the cabinet. These openings must not be closed in any way.

So ensure that the sides are not touching the front edges of
the housing. Connect the oven to the power supply.
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SKSWD2401S

Warming Drawer

SKSWD2401S

General Properties

EAN: 8806098008780

Temperature settings

40°C - 55°C - 70°C - 80°C

Finish

Operating indicator
Pre-heat dishes
Keep warm
Proof

Defrost

Cooking at low temperature
Technical Specifications

Black glass
●
●
●
●
●
●

Oven Cavity Size

19 l

Circuit Breaker

20 A

Power consumption kW
Required Power Supply
Plug Type
Power

Overall Width

Overall Height
Overall Depth

0,45

230V, 50Hz
F Type

Electric

594 mm
139 mm
531 mm

Installation with warming drawer SKSWD2401S
550 mm
(21.6”)

50 mm (1.9”)

Installation in a high cabinet

559 mm
(22”)

There must be a gap of minimum 10 mm (0.4”) between the

Min 595 mm
(23.4”)

Min
556 mm
(21.8”)

Min 560 mm
(22”)

44 mm
(1.7”)

rear of the installed oven and the connecting wall. Kitchen

cabinet in contact with the oven must be heat resistant up to

460 mm (18.1”)

447 mm
(17.5”)

90 °C, and close units fronts up to at least 70 °C.
405 mm
(15.9”)

594 mm (23.3”)

552 mm (21.7”)

137 mm
(5.3”)

531 mm
(20.9”)

139 mm
(5.4”)

Notes
Remove the back wall of the installation cabinet.

594 mm (23.3”)

If it is difficult to remove the back wall, make a hole at least

22 mm
(0.8”)

100 mm (3.94”) in diameter that the drawer power cord can
Min 100 mm

protrude on the back wall.

50 mm
110 mm

Ventilation

Notes

min. 50 mm

For correct ventilation, the ventilation opening of 50 mm
oven

min. 5 mm min. 5 mm
close kitchen cabinet or
appliance.

(1.97”) should be required between the back wall and the
floor of the installation cabinet, the ventilation gap of 50

mm (1.97”) is required between the oven top rim and the

furniture lower rim, and between the oven both sides rim and
the cabinet. These openings must not be closed in any way.

So ensure that the sides are not touching the front edges of
the housing. Connect the oven to the power supply.
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INDUCTION HOB

True Benefits
17 power levels
From the central area of the touchscreen, it is possible to

turn on the cooking zones by pressing directly on the image

depicting the relevant area and selecting the number from the
scale of numbers from 0 to 9, with increments of 0.5 for each
level. From level 0.5 to keep warm without cooking, up to the

Turbo level to boil water, each level is associated with a type of
food and cooking. A table is provided in the user manual.

Cleaning lock
You can use this function when you want to clean the touch

screen area ofthe hob, without the risk of activating cooking
functions. To activate this setting, press the Cleaning Lock
icon to lock the controls for 30 seconds. To unlock the

controls, wait 30 seconds or press and hold the Cleaning Lock
icon for 1 second.

Power from 3400 W to 6800 W
The central Dual Zone delivers 3400W in normal mode or

6800W in boost mode. With a power of 6800 watt, the double
28 cm central element is the powerful central induction
element.

Cooking

Induction hob

Two flexible cooking zones
When the Flex Zones are used in Full Flex mode, thus

extending the surface of use to the entire side, the power
delivered is 3300 W in normal mode and 3650 W
in boost mode.

The flexinduction hob automatically detects where you
are cooking so you can position pots and pans exactly
where you need them.
Each area has a line that lights up when the area is in
operation. Cooking program, power level, timer, area

dimensions are also shown on the display of every sector.

SMART TIP

THREE PRE-SET PROGRAMMES: C, F, T
C - Cooking over low heat, F - Melt, T - Boost (cooking quickly): Pre-set programmes to easily activate

three of the most commonly used modes. It is therefore possible to access these easy settings without
selecting a specific level.
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SKSIT3601G

SKSIT3601G

Flexinduction hob

Style

EAN: 8806098421350

Ceramic glass dark grey finish

Ceramic glass dark grey finish

Standard / flush

General Properties
Controls

7" TFT LCD

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App

●

Logo Print

Cooking indicator light (red)
Cooking over low heat
Melt

Boost

Number of power levels
Cleaning lock

Display brightness
Clock

Automatic detection of pots and pans
Timer

Cooking zones

762 mm min.

Power of full flex zone right & left (Boost mode)

m

m

930 m

Power of dual zone centre (Boost mode)

93 cm induction hob

535 m

Dimensions of flex zone right front
Dimensions of flex zone left front

91 mm

62 mm
490 m

Dimensions of flex zone right back

m

860 m

m

Duct height 29 mm

91 mm

Right side

102 mm x 203 mm opening to route armoured
cable if panel is present

108 mm

503 mm

m

873 m

610 m

m

Dimensions of flex zone right back

Dimensions of Full Flex Zone Right & Left
Dimensions of Dual Zone Center
Energy Consumption

52 mm min.

Technical Specifications

Required Power Supply
Plug Type
Conduit
Energy

Required Cutout Size (H x W x D)

Minimum distance from counter front

mm min.

Left and right side
mm
mm

41

min.

3,400 W
3,400 W
3,300 W
3,650 W
3,400 W
6,800 W

21.5x 18.0 cm
21.5x 18.0 cm
21.5x 18.0 cm
21.5x 18.0 cm
21.5x 36.0 cm
ø 28.0 cm

173.8 Wh/kg
174.0 Wh/kg
163.2 Wh/kg
170.3 Wh/kg

5

Whole appliance size (H x W x D)
102 mm x 203 mm opening to route armoured
cable if panel is present

●

Number of zones and/or cooking areas
Power consumption

Right side

●

Integrated hob

Heating technology

93 cm induction hob

mm

●

Type of hob

Circuit Breaker
min.

5 Level

169.3 Wh/kg

Energy consumption of the hob calculated per kg

Do not block these areas!

●

Energy consumption of flex zone left back
Energy consumption of Dual Zone Centre

Cutout dimensions – flush installation

17

171.3 Wh/kg

Energy consumption of flex zone right back

55 mm min.

●

Energy consumption of flex zone left front

Energy consumption of flex zone right front

28 mm min.

●

1,700 W

Power of Dual Zone Center

10 mm

●

Power of Flex Zone Right & Left Back
Power of Full Flex Zone Right & Left

Radius

●

1,700 W

Power of flex zone right & left back (Boost mode)

Do not block these areas!

Soft Printing under glass

Power of Flex Zone Right & Left Front

Power of flex zone right & left front (Boost mode)

Cutout dimensions - standard installation

Standard / flush

Minimum Distance From Rear Wall
Net Weight

Shipping weight

Consumption in standby mode

Induction cooking zones and cooking zones
10,200 W
50 A

230 V~, 50 Hz
No Plug

1630 mm conduit flexible 3-wire
Electric

91 x 930 x 535 mm

146 x 873 x 503 mm
55 mm (2.1”)
52 mm (2”)
22.9 kg
26.6 kg
0.5 W

mm min.
Front and
back
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DISHWASHER

True Benefits
Direct Drive Motor: strong and silent.
Maximum power, no noise. The Direct Drive motor is so silent
that you would never believe how powerful it is. The door

opens slightly automatically upon completion of the wash,
to facilitate the drying process.

10 washing programmes, 8 options
Automatic, Deep clean, Delicate, Refresh, Eco, Turbo,

Download cycle, Machine cleaning, Rinse, Express, DualZone,
Half Load, Energy Saver, Steam, High Temp, Extra Dry, Delay

Start, Control Lock: for every load and need there is a perfect
programme. At the end of the wash, thanks to the Auto Open
dry function, the door opens automatically to perfect the
drying phase, especially for plastic.

PowerSteam Technology

Washing

Dishwasher
Sliding hinge

This option improves washing performance with the

addition of steam: the 4 nozzles on the door panel enable
its combination with the Automatic, Deep Clean, Delicate,
Refresh, Eco and Turbo programmes.

Thanks to PowerSteam Technology, it is possible to use
the natural power of steam to clean deeply and without
pre-rinsing.
With QuadWash ™ technology, the moving arms spray jets
of water in four different directions, for a deeper and more
thorough wash.

SMART TIP

APPLIANCE CLEANING ALERT.
Every 30 wash cycles, a notification light automatically reminds you to activate the dishwasher-cleaning
function. This cycle is activated when the appliance is empty, and eliminates dirt, odours, white marks
and other residues.
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SKSDW2402P

Sliding Hinge Dishwasher

SKSDW2402P

General Properties

EAN: 8806098608034

Inverter Direct Drive Motor

●

Covered

Wi-Fi-Enabled for SmartThinQ® Control with iOS/Android App
TrueSteam™
QuadWash™
Programmes
Options
Aqua-Stop

Drying Type

Vario Plus Washing System

Height Adjustabie 3rd Rack
Auto Opening Door

Running Time Indicator
Salt Refill Indicator

Rinse Refill Indicator

Energy consumption and noise levels

●
●
●

(10) Automatic, Deep Clean, Delicate, Refresh, Eco, Turbo, Download cycle,
Machine Clean, Rinse, Express
(8) Dual zone, Half load, Energy saver, Steam, High temp, Extra Dry, Control
Lock, Delayed Start
●

Condensing / AOD
●
●
●

888
●
●

Energy Efficiency Class

D

Water Consumption per cycle

9.5 L

Eco Programme Sound Level

Energy Consumption per cycle
Standard cycle time (ECO)
Express Cycle Time
Turbo Cycle Time

Technical Specifications

43 dBA
0,849 kWh
193 min.
56 min.
78 min.

Required Power Supply

220 ~ 240V, 50Hz

Height of niche

815 ~ 875 mm

Dimensions (WxDxH)

Installation

14

Adjustable Leg

598 x 554 x 815 mm
60 mm

≥ 600 mm

100 mm

75 mm
820 - 870 mm

600 - 605 mm

<Max. dimension of 'B'>
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Showroom
We have designed a space focused on providing an
experience, with displays that will surprise, inspire
and tell a story.
Signature Kitchen Suite appliances take centre stage

and tradition and innovation coexist in perfect harmony.
This is a unique space to discover our products and
experience the True to Food™ philosophy.
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True to Smart Floor
Via the stairs, you reach a domestic environment, imagined as the home
of a gallery manager, and a space that is more similar to a theatre set
than an interior design project.
In the basement, Signature Kitchen Suite hosts several products of other

Group brands: LG Signature and LG Objet demonstrating LG's ability to offer
smart solutions across all domestic sectors.

Paying homage to Milan, the design capital that hosts the showroom, there
are exclusive interior pieces from Milanese designers, including Achille

Castiglioni, Franco Albini, Angelo Mangiarotti and Luigi Caccia Dominioni.
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True to Design Floor
It is from the ground floor of the Signature Kitchen Suite showroom that
the Calvi Brambilla architects illustrate how art, architecture and design
find their space inside the brand’s first European flagship store: an
environment inspired by contemporary art galleries.
Tradition is visually represented by the pure pink lacquered metal elements
that evoke the marble of the Milan Duomo paired with the terrazzo floor

reminiscent of the Italian tradition. Combined with the appliances, the large
lava rocks create an unexpected contrast between nature and technology.
At the entrance, the Accumulation Wall encloses, in a large black

monochrome wall, design objects typical of the kitchen environment, LED
screens and integrated appliances with the aim of summing up the brand
philosophy and its three keywords: food, design, smart.

In the large area dedicated to showcooking activities, the appliances merge
in harmony in a kitchen with white flute glass and pink steel profiles with an
eye to the true to food concept reminiscent of the typical elegant glass.
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True to Food Floor
The showroom transforms into a hub to communicate and share the
True to Food™ philosophy.
The first floor, dedicated to the food academy, exalts the Signature
Kitchen Suite manifesto focusing on the true essence of food
to maintain quality from farm to table, making it the absolute
protagonist.
True to food means genuineness and authenticity, it is an approach
aimed at rediscovering the value of food: the six active stations
become a place to experiment via tasting sessions
and cookery classes - our mantra.
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TRUE TO FOOD

Cooking Classes
Veggie Power
With the help of our chef, discover how to prepare a three-

course vegetarian menu with rich flavours, eclectic pairings

and new preparation techniques that preserve the ingredients.

Pasta Passion
Pasta is an unmissable dish for Italians. Our chef will guide

you in the preparation of three different variations of the most
famous dish from our cuisine: delicate flavours and fresh
pairings will conquer your palate.

A la carte desserts
Our pastry chef will guide you in the preparation of two

desserts that can be easily recreated at home: bring delicacies
with different consistencies to the table without relinquishing
taste.

Food Academy

True to Food
Cooking Classes
A world of True to Food™ experiences awaits you at our
Food Academy.
Our Food Director Andrea Vigna and his team of chefs and

Finger Food
Surprise your guests with colourful finger food. Our chef

will guide you in the creation of three recipes with seasonal
ingredients that combine flavour and appearance.

True to Food Specials
Special cooking classes on a scheduled date. From world
cuisine, to traditional Milanese recipes, to party menus.

food experts await you with cookery lessons, wine classes,
special events for food lovers and much more.
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TRUE TO FOOD

Cocktail Experience
Islay and Campbeltown: whisky and the sea
In West Scotland, in the Outer Hebrides and Campbeltown, the
king of spirits features marine overtones. These can be subtle,
delicate and smoky, or overpowering, potent and coarse. In

this class, you will learn to recognise these nuances through

a tasting session and specially-made cocktail, guided by our
mixologist.

Citron-Rhum-Sucre: the history of Ti’ punch
Citron-Rhum-Sucre is what makes up Ti’ Punch, or Petit Punch
in French. It is considered the grandfather of all classic, rum-

based cocktails, and continues to be the most popular one in
the French West Indies. In these classes, you will discover its

origins as well as some quirky trivia, and learn to concoct your
very own punch which you can make again at home, just as if
you were on a Caribbean beach.

Italian Gin & Tonic
From the Scuola Medica Salernitana to modern-day

microdistilleries: our mixologist will take you on a journey

through the Italian peninsula, home to the world’s best Juniper

Food Academy

and one of the most fascinating mixer scenes.

True to Food
Cocktail
Experiences
A world of True to Food™ experiences awaits you at our
Food Academy.
On this voyage through the secrets of mixology and the
culture of spirits, you will discover their wildly different

histories, origins, and uses, finishing off by mixing the perfect
cocktail.
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TRUE TO FOOD

Wine Experience
Cru and Vigna in Italian wines
Our sommelier will discuss the importance of geographical

indication on wine labels, demonstrated through a tasting of
six bottles that speak the language of their homeland and
show pride in their roots.

Organic and Artisan Wines
Does organic and artisan Wine mean the same thing? Our

sommelier will guide you on a journey through the tasting of
six iconic labels that will help you choose “the right wine” in
supermarkets, wineries and at the restaurant.

Charmat and classic method
An entire course focused on Italian sparkling wines: a

fascinating journey through six wine labels, discovering the

production methods, styles and quirks surrounding the wines
that make parties and life’s most precious moments come
alive.

Food Academy

True to Food
Wine Experience
A world of True to Food™ experiences awaits you at our
Food Academy.

Browse upcoming True to Food
classes and sign up now!

A series of events dedicated to the world of wine where, with
the help of professional figures, you can discover and learn
how to recognise the characteristics of vine varieties, their

peculiarities, the regions where they grow and give their best,
their aromas and organoleptic qualities.
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Signature Kitchen Suite celebrates passion for food, quality ingredients and respect

for the entire production chain. This is why we invite you to take part in our meetings, events and cookery classes
dedicated to the new generation of cooks.

Scan the QR Code to view the calendar and discover all the dates!
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True to Service
When you respect food for the way it is grown, curated, chosen and brought home,
you enter a world made of incredible stories, people who dedicated or changed
their lives or to follow their passion and inspiration.
Our True to Food™services are designed to give you the chance to enjoy unique experiences, even from the

comfort of your own home, discovering the values connected to food, from selection through to preparation, to
share with whomever you want.

For full details on the services available and to choose the one that best suits you, visit our site
www.signaturekitchensuite.it

True to Service

True to Service
Service is a fundamental component of the
Signature Kitchen Suite.
Just as we oversee the careful production of our appliances,

as we support our dealers and the experiences we provide to
our customers, we want to be there for our customers when
they need our support most.

Access our
Services page
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TRUE TO FOOD

TRUE TO FOOD

Service

Experiences

Warranty

Priority Service

All Signature Kitchen Suite appliances are covered

We guarantee the priority response from one of our

in the event that they have technical problems or

utmost promptness, within 24 hours, meeting your

by the conventional warranty on their products
failures.

specialised technicians, who will intervene with the
needs and urgencies, during the weekdays.

Smart Check

Tutorials

Signature Kitchen Suite supports you to properly

Do you need some help understanding how your

operate and maintain your appliances.

appliances work? Contact us for personalised
advice by phone or directly in your home.

Experiences
Personal Food Shopper

True to Food box

A chef will go shopping with you and help you

Receive your box with selected true to food

tastes and recipes.

in full True to food style.

identify and select the food that best suits your

Full Wine Cellar and sommelier
A sommelier will help you fill your new Signature

Kitchen Suite cellar according to your budget with the
wines most suitable for your tastes, illustrating their
characteristics and setting the correct storage and

Style

Description

SKSOV2411S

Multifunction steam oven

SKSLV2401S

Personal Food
Shopper

Masterclass
@home

Kitchen
Organizer

Free evening
course

●

●

●

●

True to food oven

●

●

●

●

SKSWD2401S*

Warming drawer

●

●

●

●

SKSIT3601G

Induction hobs

●

●

●

SKSFD3614P

Refrigerator with French Door

●

●

●

●

SKSCF1811P

18” Freezer

●

●

●

●

SKSCR3011P

30” Refrigerator

●

●

●

●

SKSCF2411P

24” Freezer

●

●

●

●

SKSCR2411P

24” Refrigerator

●

●

●

●

SKSUD2402P**

24” Undertop refrigerator

●

●

●

●

SKSCW242RP

24” Wine cellar

●

●

●

●

SKSCW182RP

18” Wine cellar

●

●

●

●

SKSUW2401G** 24” Undertop wine cellar

●

●

●

●

SKSDW2402P

●

●

●

Dishwasher

True to Food™
Box

Full Wine Cellar
and Sommelier

●

* The warming drawer is intended as linked to 1 other product for the provision of services
* Product available as of October 2022

products and follow the recipe of our Food director

@Home Masterclass
A private lesson at home in your Signature kitchen.
Choose the theme and get ready to welcome a
Signature chef for an exclusive experience.

serving temperatures.

Kitchen Organizer

Free evening course

Improve the organisation of your kitchen with the

Voucher for a calendar course at the Signature Food

and the ingredients to always have available and

become familiar with the Signature Kitchen Suite

help of a professional to identify the essential tools
to find the best place for them in order to make
everything simpler and more efficient.
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Academy to learn new techniques and recipes and
products.

Price list in €. VAT, transport and WEEE excluded
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Contact us
Signature Kitchen Suite customer service is here to help,
offering you specific advice on choosing the best appliances
for your needs.
To have more information, you can also contact the Signature Kitchen Suite Showroom at +39 02 5002 0793,
active Monday to Friday from 10 am to 7 pm, or write to info@signaturekitchensuite.it

Access our
Services
Contact details
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© 2022 Signature Kitchen Suite. All rights reserved.

Design, features and specifications are subject to change without
notice. Specifications are for planning purposes only. All pictures
shown are for illustration purpose only. Consult the product’s
installation instructions for final dimensional data and other details
prior to making cutouts or custom panels.
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